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Abstract
The theory of k-regular graphs is closely related to group theory. Every k-regular, bipar-
tite graph is a Schreier graph with respect to some group G, a set of generators S (depending
only on k) and a subgroup H . The goal of this paper is to begin to develop such a framework
for k-regular simplicial complexes of general dimension d. Our approach does not directly
generalize the concept of a Schreier graph, but still presents an extensive family of k-regular
simplicial complexes as quotients of one universal object: the k-regular d-dimensional arbo-
real complex, which is itself a simplicial complex originating in one specific group depending
only on d and k. Along the way we answer a question from [PR16] on the spectral gap of
higher dimensional Laplacians and prove a high dimensional analogue of Leighton’s graph
covering theorem. This approach also suggests a random model for k-regular d-dimensional
multicomplexes.
1 Introduction
Groups play an important role in the study of graphs, especially those with some symmetry, such
as Cayley graphs. However, even general k-regular graphs, i.e., graphs in which the symmetry
is restricted only to the local neighborhoods of vertices, are intimately connected with group
theory. Let G be a group with a set of generators S. Recall that the Schreier graph with respect
to a subgroup H ď G, denoted ScrpG{H;Sq, is the quotient of the Cayley graph CaypG;Sq by
the action of H (see Appendix A).
Regular graphs are usually Schreier graphs, but not always (see Propositions A.2 and A.3).
In particular, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 1.1. Every connected, bipartite k-regular graph X is a Schreier graph, namely,
there exists a group G with a subset of generators S and a subgroup H ď G, such that X –
SchpG{H;Sq.
The proof of Proposition 1.1 is easy: Let V be the set of vertices of X. Since X is connected,
k-regular and bipartite, one can write the edges of X as the union k disjoint perfect matchings
(see Appendix A). This gives rise to k permutations S “ ts1, . . . , sku (in fact k involutions)
in SV (the symmetric group of V ). Let G0 be the subgroup of SV generated by S. The
connectedness of X implies that G0 acts transitively on V , so V can be identified with G0{H0,
where H0 “ Stabpv0q is the stabilizer group for some fixed v0 P V . Furthermore, one can check
that X – SchpG0{H0;Sq.
The main goal of this work is to set up a similar framework for d-dimensional k-regular
simplicial complexes (for arbitrary d, k P N), namely, to present simplicial complexes of this
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type as suitable quotients of some group. A natural naive way to do it would be to start with
the notion of a Cayley complex of a group. This is the clique complex of the Cayley graph, i.e.,
a set of pj ` 1q vertices of the Cayley graph form a j-cell if and only if any two of its members
are connected by an edge in the Cayley graph. The Schreier complex, will be then the clique
complex of the Schreier graph. However, this method is very restrictive as it gives only clique
complexes, i.e., those complexes which are completely determined by their graph structure (the
1-skeleton). Moreover, these complexes are often non-regular in the usual sense of regularity of
complexes, and in general, it is not easy to determine their dimension.
Let us set now a few definitions and then give our different approach to the above goal: For
n P N “ t1, 2, . . .u we use the notation rns “ t1, 2, . . . , nu and JnK “ t0, 1, . . . , nu. Let X be
a simplicial complex with vertex set V . This means that X is a non-empty collection of finite
subsets of V , called cells, which is closed under inclusion, i.e., if τ P X and σ Ď τ , then σ P X.
The dimension of a cell σ is |σ| ´ 1, and Xj denotes the set of j-cells (cells of dimension j) for
j ě ´1. Without loss of generality, we always assume that X0 “ V . The dimension of X, which
we denote by d, is the maximal dimension of a cell in it. We will always assume that d is finite
and use the abbreviation d-complex for a simplicial complex of dimension d. We say that X is
pure if every cell in X is contained in at least one d-cell. Unless stated explicitly, any simplicial
complex appearing in this paper is assumed to be pure. For a pj ` 1q-cell τ “ tτ0, . . . , τj`1u,
its boundary Bτ is defined to be the set of j-cells tτztτiuuj`1i“0 . The degree of a j-cell σ in X,
denoted degpσq ” degXpσq, is defined to be the number of pj`1q-cells τ which contain σ in their
boundary. The complex X is called k-regular (or more precisely upper k-regular) if degXpσq “ k
for every σ P Xd´1.
Going back to graphs, i.e., d “ 1, the last definition recovers the notion of k-regular graphs.
Proposition 1.1 showed that such bipartite graphs are Schreier graphs. In fact, the proof of
Proposition 1.1 shows a bit more: The elements s P S are all of order 2. Therefore G0 is a
quotient of the infinite group T pkq “ xβ1, . . . , βk : β2i “ e, i “ 1, . . . , ky, the free product of k
copies of the cyclic group of order 2. Let pi : T pkq Ñ G be the unique epimorphism sending βi to
si for 1 ď i ď k. By pushing H0 backward to T pkq, thus obtaining the subgroup H “ pi´1pH0q,
we see that X is actually isomorphic to SchpT pkq{H;Bq, where B “ tβ1, . . . , βju. Thus, T pkq is
a universal object in the sense that all bipartite, k-regular connected graphs are Schreier graphs
of it and are thus quotients of the universal Cayley graph Tk :“ CaypT pkq;Bq. Note that Tk is
simply the k-regular tree.
We would like to generalize this picture to higher dimensions, but as mentioned before, doing
so will lead only to Cayley complexes and Schreier complexes which are clique complexes and are
not necessarily k-regular. We will therefore take a different approach: Let Lpkq be the line graph
of Tk, namely, the graph whose vertices are the edges of Tk and two vertices of Lpkq are connected
by an edge, if as edges of Tk, they share a common vertex. Denoting by Ck the cyclic group of
order k, one can verify that Lpkq is a 2pk ´ 1q-regular graph and is, in fact, isomorphic to the
Cayley graph CaypG1,k;Sq, where G1,k “ K0 ˚K1 “ xα0, α1 : αk0 “ αk1 “ ey is the free product
of two copies (K0 and K1) of Ck and the set of generators is S “ tαi0, αi1 : i “ 1, . . . , k´1u. The
line graph of every connected, bipartite k-regular graph is therefore a quotient of this graph.
Starting with the group G1,k, one can recover the k-regular tree as follows: The vertices will
be pK0zG1,kq Y pK1zG1,kq and the edges correspond to elements of G1,k, where g P G1,k gives
rise to an edge connecting K0g and K1g. As |Kig| “ k for every g P G1,k, this is a bipartite,
k-regular graph. The fact that G1,k is a free product of K0 and K1 implies that this is the
k-regular tree (this will be a special case of Corollary 5.9).
We generalize this picture to arbitrary dimension d as follows: Let Gd,k be the free product
of pd` 1q copies of the cyclic group of order k, namely Gd,k “ K0 ˚K1 . . . ˚Kd, where Ki – Ck.
From Gd,k we construct a d-dimensional simplicial complex Td,k as follows: Define the 0-cells of
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Td,k to be tKpig : g P Gd,k, i P JdKu, where for i P JdK we defineKpi “ K1˚. . .˚Ki´1˚Ki`1˚. . . Kd,
and set Td,k to be the pure d-complex
1 whose d-cells are ttKp0g,Kp1g, . . . ,Kpdgu : g P Gd,ku.
It turns out that Td,k is an arboreal complex in the sense of [PR16]. It is the unique universal
object of the category of k-regular simplicial complexes of dimension d (see Proposition 5.4 for a
precise statement). Moreover, for every d-lower path connected (see Section 3), pd` 1q-partite,
k-regular simplicial complex X there is a surjective simplicial map pi : Td,k Ñ X.
The group Gd,k acts from the right on the right cosets of Kpi, i.e., the vertices of Td,k, and
this action gives rise to a simplicial action of Gd,k on Td,k. If H is a subgroup of Gd,k, then
we may consider the quotient Td,k{H. As it turns out, the quotient is not always a simplicial
complex in the strict sense, but is rather a multicomplex (see Section 3 for a precise definition).
Thus, it is natural to extend the category we are working with to the category Cd,k of k-regular
multicomplexes of dimension d.
However, there is another delicate point here which cannot be seen in dimension 1. Before
explaining it, we need the following definition:
Definition 1.2 (Line graph). Let X be a d-complex. The line graph of X (also known as
the dual graph of X), denoted G pXq “ pV pXq,E pXqq, is defined by V pXq “ Xd and E pXq “
ttτ, τ 1u P V pXqˆV pXq : τXτ 1 P Xd´1u. We denote by distX “ dist : V pXqˆV pXq Ñ NYt0u
the graph distance on the line graph.
It can happen that the line graphs of two non-isomorphic complexes are identical. For
example, let X be a d-dimensional simplicial complex with d ě 2, and choose two vertices
v1, v2 P X0 which do not have a common neighbor in the 1-skeleton. If we identify v1 and v2, we
obtain a new simplicial complex Y , together with a surjective simplicial map ϕ : X Ñ Y which
induces an isomorphism between the line graphs G pXq and G pY q. Furthermore, one can verify
that the link of Y at v1 “ v2 is not connected.
We show in Subsection 7.3, that the quotient Td,k{H, as above is always link-connected (see
Subsection 3.2 for definition) and obtain a one to one correspondence between the link-connected
objects C lcd,k in Cd,k and subgroups of Gd,k. Along the way, we show that every k-regular
multicomplex Y in Cd,k has a unique minimal (branch) cover X P C lcd,k with G pXq – G pY q.
Another application of the main theorem is an high-dimensional analogue of Leighton’s graph
covering theorem. In our context it says that every two finite objects in the category Cd,k have
a common finite (branch) covering in the category. Interestingly, we do not know how to prove
this combinatorial statement without appealing to our group theoretic machinery.
In Section 10 we present some examples. One of the examples we discuss there, shows that
for q a prime power, the Bruhat-Tits buildings rAd over a local field F of residue class q is a
quotient of Td,q`1. Limiting ourselves to d “ 2, and comparing the spectrum of T2,q`1 which
was calculated in [PR16, Ros14] and the one of rA2, which was described in [GP14], we deduce
a negative answer to a question asked in [PR16] about the spectral gap of high-dimensional
Laplacians.
The basic idea of this paper is quite simple, but the precise formulation needs quite a lot
of notation, definitions and preparation. This is done in Sections 3-6, while the correspondence
is proved in Sections 7 and 8. In Section 9 we discuss further relations between properties of
subgroups and their associated multicomplexes. In Section 10 we present various examples:
we describe the complexes associated with some natural subgroups of Gd,k and the subgroups
associated with some interesting complexes.
Our approach enables one in principle to build systematically all finite, partite k-regular
multicomplexes. First one may generate the link-connected ones as the quotients of Td,k by
1Note that in a pure d-complex one only need to specify the 0-cells and d-cells in order to recover the whole
structure.
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a subgroup, and then, all of them by identifications of cells as above (see also Section 11).
In particular, we get a random model of such complexes (see Section 11). A drawback of our
method is that in many cases (in fact in “most” cases) we get multicomplexes and not complexes.
Every such multicomplex gives rise to a simplicial complex (by ignoring the multiplicity of the
cells), but it is not so easy to decide whether the original object is already a simplicial complex
or merely a multicomplex (see Subsection 9.2 for more on this issue). We plan to come back to
this random model in the future.
2 Preliminaries
In this short section, we collect some additional definitions and notation from the theory of
abstract simplicial complexes which are used throughout the paper.
Given a d-complex X and ´1 ď j ď d, the j-th skeleton of X, denoted Xpjq, is the set of
cells in X of dimension at most j, that is Xpjq :“ Ťji“´1Xi. We say that a d-complex X has a
complete skeleton if Xj “ ` V
j`1
˘
for every j ă d.
For a cell σ P X, define its coboundary, denoted δpσq ” δXpσq, to be δpσq “ tτ P X : σ Ă
τ, |τzσ| “ 1u, which in particular satisfies degXpσq “ |δXpσq|.
For 1 ď j ď d, we say that X is j-lower path connected if for every σ, σ1 P Xj there exists a
sequence σ “ σ0, σ1, . . . , σm “ σ1 of j-cells in X such that σi´1Xσi P Xj´1 for every 1 ď i ď m.
Let X and Y be a pair of d-complexes. We say that ϕ : X Ñ Y is a simplicial map, if
ϕ : X0 Ñ Y 0 is a map, extended to the remaining cells by ϕptσ0, . . . , σjuq “ tϕpσ0q, . . . , ϕpσjqu
such that ϕpσq P Y j for every 0 ď j ď d and σ P Xj .
Given ρ P X, the link of ρ is a pd´ |ρ|q-dimensional complex defined by
lkXpρq “ tσ P X : ρ > σ P Xu (2.1)
where we use the notation ρ > σ when the union is disjoint, i.e. ρX σ “ H.
Definition 2.1 (Nerve complex). Let A “ pAiqiPI be a family of nonempty sets. The nerve
complex of A, denoted N pAq, is the simplicial complex with vertex set I, such that σ P N pAq
for σ Ď I if and only if ŞiPσAi ‰ H.
3 Multicomplexes and the category Cd,k
In this section we introduce a category of certain combinatorial objects, which is the main topic
of this paper.
3.1 Multicomplexes
We start by describing the notion of a multicomplex, see also [Kue15]. For a set A and a
(multiplicity) function m : A Ñ N, define Am “ tpa, rq : a P A, r P rmpaqsu. Similarly, for
a P A, denote Ampaq “ tpa, rq : r P rmpaqsu. Let V be a countable set and rX “ pX,m, gq a
triplet, where
• X is a simplicial complex with vertex set V ,
• m : X Ñ N is a function (called the multiplicity function) satisfying mpσq “ 1 for σ P Xp0q,
• g : tppτ, rq, σq P Xm ˆ X : σ P Bτu Ñ Xm is a map (called the gluing map) satisfying
gppτ, rq, σq P Ampσq for every pτ, rq P Xm and σ P Bτ . So, g tells us which copy of σ is in
the boundary of the r-th copy of τ .
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Elements of Xm are called multicells, and are often denoted by a, b, c, . . .. We denote by
ι : Xm Ñ X the forgetful map, namely, ιppτ, rqq “ τ for every pτ, rq P Xm.
As in the case of simplicial complexes, we define the dimension of a multicell a P Xm to
be dim rXpaq :“ dimXpιpaqq “ |ιpaq| ´ 1. The set of multicells of dimension j (abbreviated j-
multicells) is denoted by Xjm “ ta P Xm : dimpaq “ ju. Since the multiplicity of 0-cells in
any multicomplex is one by definition, we tacitly identify X0 and X0
m
using the identification
v Ø pv, 1q. For ´1 ď j ď d, we denote by Xpjqm “
Ťj
i“´1X
i
m
the j-skeleton of Xm (see Figure 1
for an illustration of a multicomplex).
Figure 1: An example of a triple pX,m, gq. paq Illustration of the complex X (note that unlike
most complexes discussed in this paper, X is not pure). pbq The multiplicity of the edges is
described. pcq The multicomplex X contains a unique triangle which has multiplicity 2 in the
multicomplex. The two 2-multicells are illustrated by a wavy and a filled triangle. pdq The
gluing function of the two 2-multicells is described.
We define the multiboundary of a multicell a “ pτ, rq by
Bma “
#
tgpa, σq : σ P Bιpaqu if dimpaq ě 0
H if dimpaq “ ´1 , (3.1)
namely, the set of multicells of dimension dimpaq ´ 1 which are glued to a.
Using the multiboundary, one can define the set of multicells contained in a given multicell
a P Xm as follows: Declare a to be contained in itself, and for j “ dimpaq ´ 1 define b P Xjm to
be contained in a if and only if b P Bma. Proceeding inductively from j “ dimpaq ´ 2 to j “ ´1,
declare c P Xjm to be contained in a if there exists b P Xj`1m contained in a such that c P Bmb.
Note that this defines a partial order on the family of multicells which we denote by ĺ.
Definition 3.1 (Multicomplex). Let V be a countable set and rX “ pX,m, gq be a triplet as
above. We say that rX is a multicomplex if it satisfies the following consistency property: for
every a “ pτ, rq P Xm and every pair b “ pσ, sq and b1 “ pσ1, s1q contained in a such that
dimpbq “ dimpb1q and ρ :“ σ X σ1 P Xdimpbq´1 it holds that gpb, ρq “ gpb1, ρq.
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We say that rX is a d-dimensional multicomplex (d-multicomplex) if the associated complex
X is d-dimensional.
Since the 0-cells of a multicomplex always have multiplicity one, the consistency property is
always satisfied for triples pX,m, gq, where X is a simplicial complex of dimension d ď 2. An
illustration of the consistency property in the 3-dimensional case can be found in Figure 2.
Figure 2: An example of the consistency property in dimension 3. Assume that the complex X is
the full complex on 4 vertices and that pX,m, gq is a triplet which defines a multicomplex. Assum-
ing that gppt0, 1, 2, 3u, 1q, t0, 1, 2uq “ pt0, 1, 2u, 1q and gppt0, 1, 2, 3u, 1q, t0, 1, 3uq “ pt0, 1, 3u, 2q,
the consistency property gurantees that on the joint edge of t0, 1, 2u and t0, 1, 3u, that is t0, 1u,
we must have gppt0, 1, 2u, 1q, t0, 1uq “ gppt0, 1, 3u, 2q, t0, 1uq.
Remark 3.2. Note that the requirement not to have multiplicity in the 0-cells of a multicomplexrX “ pX,m, gq, i.e. mpvq “ 1 for every v P X0, is only made in order to fix a description of
the multicomplex. Indeed, any triplet rX “ pX,m, gq, in which one also allows multiplicity in
the 0-cells can be transformed into a multicomplex by declaring the set of 0-cells to be X0
m
and making the appropriate changes in the cell names. One can verify that this changes the
multiplicity of each 0-cell to 1 while preserving the structure of the multicomplex, namely, the
partial order of containment.
One can verify that if rX is a multicomplex, then for every a P Xm there exists a unique
bijection f : tσ P X : σ Ď ιpaqu Ñ tb P Xm : b ĺ au such that ι ˝ f is the identity, that is, for
every σ Ă ιpaq there exists a unique multicell b ĺ a with ιpbq “ σ.
A d-multicomplex is called pure if each of its multicells is contained in at least one d-multicell.
Throughout the paper we assume that all multicomplexes are pure.
Similarly to the case of simplicial complexes, for a P Xm, we set δ rXpaq ” δpaq “ tb P
Xm : a P Bmbu, and define the degree of a cell a P Xjm by deg rXpaq ” degpaq :“ |δ rXpaq|. We
say that a d-multicomplex is k-regular (or more precisely upper k-regular), if the degree of any
pd´ 1q-multicell in Xm is k.
Two multicells of the same dimension are called neighbors if they contain a common codi-
mension 1 multicell2. A sequence of multicells of the same dimension τp0q, τp1q, . . . , τpmq is
called a path if τpr´ 1q and τprq are neighbors for every 1 ď r ď m. For 1 ď j ď d, we say thatrX is j-lower path connected if for every pair of j-multicells a, a1 P Xjm, there exists a path from
a to a1.
Let rX “ pX,m, gq and rY “ pY,m1, g1q be a pair of d-multicomplexes. We say that rϕ is
a simplicial multimap from rX to rY , if it is a map from Xm to Ym1 such that the following
conditions hold:
2Note that according to the above definition, each multicell is a neighbor if itself.
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• there exists a simplicial map ϕ : X Ñ Y such that ι ˝ rϕpaq “ ϕpιpaqq for every a P Xm,
that is, rϕ extends a simplicial map ϕ by sending each multicell associated with a cell σ to
a multicell associated with the cell ϕpσq.
• g1prϕpaq, ϕpσqq “ rϕpgpa, σqq for every a P Xm and σ P Bιpaq, that is, rϕ preserves the gluing
structure of rX by gluing rϕpaq to the copy of ϕpσq given by rϕpgpa, σqq, for σ P Bιpaq.
The simplicial map ϕ associated with the simplicial multimap rϕ is called the base map of rϕ. Note
that one can recover the base map of a simplicial multimap rϕ, by sending σ P X to ι ˝ rϕppσ, 1qq.
3.2 Link-connected multicomplexes
In this subsection we wish to identify a special set of multicomplexes which we call link-
connected. We start by defining the link of a multicell in a multicomplex. In order to give
a simple description of the links we describe them using the indexing of the multicells in the
original multicomplex. In particular, this might lead to the existence of 0-cells with multiplicity.
The description can be transformed into a “formal” multicomplex, i.e., removing the multiplicity
of the 0-cells as explained in Remark 3.2 and reindexing the multicells.
Definition 3.3 (link of a multicell). Let rX “ pX,m, gq be a multicomplex, let a P Xm be a
multicell, and denote by ρ “ ιpaq the corresponding cell in X. The link of a is a pd ´ |ρ|q-
multicomplex, denoted by lk rXpaq “ plkXpaq,ma, gaq, where
lkXpaq “ tτ P X : Db P Xm containing a such that ιpbq “ ρ > τu. (3.2)
The multiplicity of τ P lkXpaq is
mapτq “ |tb P Xm : b contains a and ιpbq “ ρ > τu|. (3.3)
Instead of using the set lkXpaqma to denote the multicells, we use the natural indexing induced
from the original multicomplex, that is, we denote the multicells associated with τ P lkXpaq by
Mapτq :“
 pτ, iq : pτ > ρ, iq contains a in rX(, (3.4)
so that mapτq “ |Mapτq|.
Finally, the gluing function ga is defined as follows: given a multicell pτ, iq in lk rXpaq and
σ P Bτ let gappτ, iq, σq “ pσ, jq, where j is the unique index such that gppτ >ρ, iq, σ>ρq “ pσ>ρ, jq.
Note that if rX has no multiplicity, namely, it is a standard simplicial complex, we recover
the standard definition of the link of a cell.
Definition 3.4 (link-connected multicomplex). Let rX “ pX,m, gq be a d-multicomplex. We
say that rX is link-connected if for every a P Xpd´2qm the link lk rXpaq is connected, that is, its one
skeleton is a connected multigraph.
Proposition 3.5. Let rX “ pX,m, gq be a pure d-multicomplex. Then, the following are equiv-
alent:
(1) rX is link-connected.
(2) For every ´1 ď j ď d´ 2 and a P Xjm, the link lk rXpaq (which is a pd ´ j ´ 1q-dimensional
multicomplex) is pd´ j ´ 1q-lower path connected.
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Figure 3: On the left, a link-connected complex. On the right, a complex which is not link-
connected (as can be seen by observing the link of the white 0-cell).
Proof. p1q ñ p2q. Fix ´1 ď j ď d ´ 2 and a P Xjm. We prove the claim by induction on
0 ď i ď d´ j ´ 2 of the following statement:
For every pair of pd ´ j ´ 1q-multicells b, b1 in lk rXpaq, there exists l P N Y t0u and
a sequence b “ b0, b1, . . . , bl “ b1 of pd ´ j ´ 1q-multicells in lk rXpaq, such that for
every 1 ď r ď l, the multicells br and br´1 contain a common i-multicell.
For i “ 0, this follows from the assumption that rX is link connected and pure. Indeed, let
b, b1 be as above, and fix a pair of vertices v P b and v1 P b1. Since rX is link-connected, one can
can find a sequence of vertices v “ v0, v1, . . . , vl “ v1 such that each consecutive pair of vertices
belong to some common multiedge in lk rXpaq. For 1 ď i ď l, let bi be any pd ´ j ´ 1q-multicell
containing the multiedge connecting vi and vi`1 along the path (which must exist since the link
is pure), we conclude that b, b1, . . . , bl, b
1 is the required path of pd´ j ´ 1q-multicells.
Next, assume the statement holds for some 0 ď i ă d ´ j ´ 2 and let b, b1 be a pair of
pd ´ j ´ 1q-multicells in lk rXpaq. By assumption, one can find l P N Y t0u and sequence of
pd´ j ´ 1q-multicells b “ b0, . . . , bl “ b1 in lk rXpaq, such that, for every 1 ď r ď l, the multicells
br´1 and br contain a common i-multicell. Hence, in order to complete the induction step, we
only need to show that for every 1 ď r ď l, one can find a path of pd´j´1q-multicells connecting
br´1 and br, such that any consecutive pair of the multicells share a common pi`1q-multicell. To
this end, fix 1 ď r ď l, and denote by c “ pρ, sq a common i-multicell contained in br´1 and br.
Using the definition of the link lk rXpaq, we obtain that rc :“ pρ > ιpaq, sq is a pj ` i` 1q-multicell
in rX. Since paq lk rXprcq “ lklkĂXpaqpcq, pbq by assumption, lk rXprcq is connected, and pcq br and
br´1 both have corresponding 0-cells v and v
1 in the link lk rXprcq; it follows that one can find
a path v “ v0, . . . , vt “ v1 in lk rXprcq, connecting v and v1. Using the correspondence from the
link to its original complex, the path v “ v0, . . . , vt “ v1, can be lifted from lk rXprcq “ lklkĂXpaqpcq
back to lk rXpaq, yielding a sequence of pd ´ j ´ 1q-multicells from b to b1, such that each pair
of consecutive pd ´ j ´ 1q-multicells along the sequence share a common pi ` 1q-multicell, thus
completing the proof of the induction step.
p2q ñ p1q. Let a P Xm, and let v, v1 be two 0-cells in lk rXpaq. Since rX is pure, one can find
two pd´ j ´ 1q-multicells b, b1 in lk rXpaq such that v is contained in b and v1 is contained in b1.
Using p2q, one can find l P NYt0u and a sequence b “ b0, b1, . . . , bl “ b1 of pd´ j´ 1q-multicells
in lk rXpaq such that σi :“ ιpbiq X ιpbi´1q P Xd´j´2 and gpbi, σiq “ gpbi´1, σiq for every 1 ď i ď l.
Defining v0 “ v, vl “ v1, and vi for 1 ď i ď l´ 1 to be any vertex in σi, we obtain a sequence of
vertices, such that each consecutive pair of vertices belong to some common multiedge. Hence
lk rXpaq is connected.
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3.3 Colorable multicomplexes
Next, we turn to discuss the notion of coloring of a d-multicomplex.
Definition 3.6 (Colorable multicomplexes). A d-complex X is called colorable if there exists a
coloring of its 0-cells by pd`1q colors, γ : X0 Ñ JdK, such that the 0-cells contained in any d-cell
have distinct colors. A d-multicomplex rX “ pX,m, gq is said to be colorable if the associated
d-complex X is colorable.
If rX is a colorable d-multicomplex and γ : X0 Ñ JdK is a coloring, one can extend the
coloring to all the cells and multicells of rX as follows. Let 1 ď j ď d. We color the j-cells
of rX using `d`1
j`1
˘
colors by defining the color of ρ P Xj to be tγpvq : v P ρu and coloring
the j-multicells by γpaq “ γpιpaqq. Note that this is well defined, i.e., all j-cells are colored by
exactly pj ` 1q colors from JdK, since the multicomplex is pure. With a slight abuse of notation,
we use γ to denote the coloring of all cells and multicells of X and rX. Since 0-cells of any
d-cell are colored with distinct colors, for every τ P Xd, the map γ induces a bijection between
tρ P X : ρ Ď τu and subsets of JdK. Similarly, for every a P Xd
m
, the map γ induces a bijection
between tb P Xm : b ĺ au and subsets of JdK.
3.4 Ordering of a multicomplex
Recall that Ck is the cyclic group of order k, and for a set B denote by SB the permutation
group of B.
Definition 3.7. Let k, d ě 1, and assume that rX “ pX,m, gq is a d-multicomplex all of whose
pd ´ 1q-multicells have degree at most k. We call ω “ pωbqbPXd´1
m
a k-ordering, if for every
b P Xd´1
m
, the element ωb : Ck Ñ SδĂXpbq is a transitive homomorphism. In other words, for every
b P Xd´1
m
, the map ωb is a group homomorphism satisfying the property: for every a, a
1 P δpbq,
there exists β P Ck such that ωbpβq.a “ a1, where ωbpβq.a is the action of the permutation ωbpβq
on the d-multicell a.
Remark 3.8.
(1) One can also consider the case k “ 8, constructed in the same way with the group Z instead
of Ck. In this case one obtains a family of multicomplexes without any restriction on the
degrees of the pd´ 1q-multicells. In fact, all the results that follow can be generalized to the
case k “ 8 by making the appropriate changes in the definitions.
(2) For a colorable d-multicomplex with coloring γ, one can also consider the more general
situation in which the pd´ 1q-multicells of the same color are k-ordered where k depends on
the color. As before, our discussion can be extended to cover this case as well by suitable
changes in the definitions.
(3) We choose to work with orderings that are based on the cyclic group for convenience. In fact,
one can set G to be any group of order k and work with orderings of the form ω “ pωbqbPXd´1m ,
where ωb : GÑ SδĂX pbq is a transitive homomorphism.
Claim 3.9. If rX “ pX,m, gq is a d-multicomplex and ω is a k-ordering of rX, then deg rXpbq
divides k for every b P Xd´1m .
Proof. Fix b P Xd´1
m
. Since ωb : Ck Ñ Sδpbq is a transitive homomorphism, it follows that
deg rXpbq “ rCk : N s, where N ď Ck is the stabilizer subgroup of a fixed d-multicell containing
b. Hence, deg rXpbq divides k.
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Throughout the remaining of this paper, whenever a confusion may not occur, we refer to
a k-ordering simply as an ordering, in which case the appropriate k should be clear from the
context.
3.5 The category Cd,k.
We define Cd,k to be the category of quartets p rX, γ, ω, a0q where,
• rX “ pX,m, gq is a colorable, pure d-dimensional multicomplex which is d-lower path
connected satisfying max
bPXd´1m
deg rXpbq ď k.
• γ is a coloring of X.
• ω is a k-ordering of rX .
• a0 P Xdm is the root of the multicomplex, i.e., a fixed d-multicell.
Given a pair of objects p rX, γ, ω, a0q and prY , pγ, pω,pa0q in Cd,k, we say that rϕ is a morphism
from p rX, γ, ω, a0q to prY , pγ, pω,pa0q if rϕ : rX Ñ rY is a simplicial multimap which preserves the root,
coloring and ordering, namely:
• rϕpa0q “ pa0,
• pγ ˝ rϕ “ γ
• rϕpωbpβq.aq “ pωrϕpbqpβq.rϕpaq for every b P Xd´1m , a P δ rXpbq and β P Ck.
For future use we denote by C lcd,k the set of objects p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k such that rX is link
connected. For example, the complex on the left in Figure 3 (together with a choice of coloring,
ordering and a root) belongs to C lc2,2, while the complex on the right in Figure 3 belongs to
C2,2zC lc2,2.
4 Group action on elements of Cd,k
In this section we describe a left action of a specific group, denoted Gd,k, on the d-multicells of
an object in the category Cd,k.
4.1 The group Gd,k.
For natural numbers d ě 1 and k ě 1, recall that Ck is the cyclic group of order k, and define
Gd,k “
d
˚
i“0
Ck “
A
α0, . . . , αd
ˇˇˇ
αki “ e for i “ 0, . . . d
E
(4.1)
to be the free product of pd` 1q copies of Ck.
Every element of Gd,k can be written as a word of the form α
lm
jm
. . . αl2j2α
l1
j1
for some m ě 0,
l1, . . . , lm P Z and j1, . . . , jm P JdK. The length of the word αlmjm . . . αl2j2αl1j1 is defined to be
m. We say that αlmjm . . . α
l2
j2
αl1j1 is reduced if l1, . . . , lm P Jk ´ 1Kzt0u and ji ‰ ji`1 for every
1 ď i ď m´ 1. It is well known that every element of Gd,k is represented by a unique reduced
word. In particular, the identity is represented by the empty word.
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Any word αlmjm . . . α
l2
j2
αl1j1 , representing an element g P G, can be transformed into any other
word (and in particular into the reduced one) representing the same element g using the following
transformations.
paq Replacing li by l1i for some 1 ď i ď m and l1i such that li “ l1i mod k.
pbq If ji “ ji`1 for some 1 ď i ď m, replacing αli`1ji`1αliji by α
li`li`1
ji
.
pcq Replacing αliji by α
l1i
j1i
α
l2i
j2i
with j1i “ j2i “ ji and l1i ` l2i “ li.
pdq Deleting αlii if li “ 0 mod k, or adding α0i˚ between αlii and α
li`1
i`1 .
(4.2)
4.2 The left action of Gd,k on d-multicells
Let p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k with rX “ pX,m, gq. We define an action of Gd,k on the d-multicells ofrX using the coloring γ and the ordering ω.
For a P Xd
m
, i P JdK and l P Z, define αli.a as follows. Let b P Xd´1m be the unique
pd ´ 1q-multicell in Bma of color JdKztiu. Then, set αli.a “ ωbpαliq.a. Next, given any g P G
such that g “ αlmim . . . αl2i2αl1i1 for some m ě 0, i1, . . . , im P JdK and l1, . . . , lm P Z, set g.a “
αlmim .p. . . pαl2i2 .pαl1i1 .aqq . . .q.
First, we show that this mapping is well-defined, i.e., that any pair of words representing
the same group element g acts on the d-multicells in the same way. Once this is shown, we
immediately conclude that the mapping defines an action of Gd,k on X
d
m
. Let g “ αlmim . . . αl2i2αl1i1
and a P Xd
m
. Since we can move from any word representing g to any other via the elementary
steps described in (4.2), it is enough to show that any elementary step does not change the
value of g.a. When applying an elementary change of type paq we have αliji “ α
l1i
ji
and in
particular ωbpαlijiq “ ωbpα
l1i
ji
q for every b P Xd´1
m
. Since the permutations are the same, so is
the action they induce. As for an elementary change of type pbq or pcq, replacing αli`1ji`1α
li
ji
with
ji “ ji`1 by αli`li`1ji or vice versa yields the same action as we now explain. Let a P Xdm,
and let b P Bma be the pd ´ 1q-multicell of color JdKztjiu in a’s boundary. On the one hand,
the action of α
li`li`1
ji
gives the d-multicell α
li`li`1
ji
.a “ ωbpαli`li`1ji q.a. On the other hand, since
αliji .a “ ωbpα
li
ji
q.a, it follows that the unique pd´ 1q-multicell contained in αliji .a of color JdKztjiu
is b. Consequently α
li`1
ji
.pαliji .aq “ ωbpα
li`1
ji
q.pωbpαlijiq.aq, and hence the resulting d-multicell is
α
li`1`li
ji
.a “ ωbpαli`li`1ji q.a, using the fact that ωb is a homomorphism from Ck to Sδpbq. Finally,
an elementary change of type pdq does not change the resulting cell as the action defined by α0i
is trivial.
Claim 4.1. For every p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k, the action of Gd,k on its d-multicells is transitive.
Proof. Let p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k with rX “ pX,m, gq and let a, a1 P Xdm. Since rX is d-lower
path connected, there exists a sequence of d-multicells a “ ap0q, ap1q, . . . , apmq “ a1 such that
bj :“ gpapjq, σpjqq “ gpapj´1q, σpjqq for every 1 ď j ď m. Define ij P JdK to be the unique color
such that γpbjq “ pij for 1 ď j ď m. Furthermore, let lj P Jk ´ 1K be the unique number such
that ωbjpαljij q.apj ´ 1q “ apjq (which must exist since ωbj is transitive). It now follows from the
definition of the action that a1 “ αlm´1im´1 . . . αl2i2αl1i1 .a, which shows that the action is transitive.
Remark 4.2. Note that the action of Gd,k is only defined on the d-multicells, and is not a
simplicial action. In particular, there is no action on the 0-cells and it does not preserve the
neighboring relation of multicells.
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5 The universal element of Cd,k
We say that p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k satisfies the universal property (of Cd,k) if for any prY , pγ, pω,pa0q P
Cd,k there exists a unique morphism ϕ : p rX, γ, ω, a0q Ñ prY , pγ, pω,pa0q.
It follows from the definition of the universal object that, if it exists, it is necessarily unique up
to a bijective morphism. Indeed, assume that p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k and prY , pγ, pω,pa0q P Cd,k satisfy
the universal property. Then there exist unique morphisms ϕ : p rX, γ, ω, a0q Ñ prY , pγ, pω,pa0q and
ψ : prY , pγ, pω,pa0q Ñ p rX, γ, ω, a0q. Consequently ψ ˝ ϕ : p rX, γ, ω, a0q Ñ p rX, γ, ω, a0q and ϕ ˝ ψ :
prY , pγ, pω,pa0q Ñ prY , pγ, pω,pa0q are morphisms from p rX, γ, ω, a0q and prY , pγ, pω,pa0q to themselves
respectively. Since such morphisms are unique by the universal property, and since the identity
maps from rX and rY to themselves are morphisms as well, it follows that ψ ˝ φ “ id rX and
φ ˝ ψ “ idrY . In particular, we obtain that ψ and φ are morphisms which are also bijections
between the 0-cells of rX and rY , which proves that p rX, γ, ω, a0q and prY , pγ, pω,pa0q are isomorphic.
5.1 Arboreal complexes
Our next goal is to give an explicit construction for the universal element (which in particular
proves its existence). We start by recalling the definition of arboreal complexes from [PR16].
Definition 5.1 (Arboreal complexes [PR16]). We say that a d-complex is arboreal if it is
obtained by the following procedure: Start with a d-cell T , and attach to each of its pd´1q-cells
new d-cells, using a new vertex for each of the new d-cells. Continue by induction, adding new
d-cells to each of the pd´ 1q-cells which were added in the last step, using a new vertex for each
of the new d-cells. As is the case for graphs (the case d “ 1), for every d, k ě 1, this defines a
unique k-regular d-dimensional arboreal complex, denoted Td,k (see Figure 4 for an illustration).
Remark 5.2. Note that T1,k is the k-regular tree. But, the case d ě 2 brings a new phenomenon,
although the degree of each pd ´ 1q-cell in Td,k is k by definition, the degree of each j-cell for
j ă d´ 1 is infinite.
Figure 4: The first four steps of the construction of the universal arboreal complex T2,2.
The complexes Td,k were studied in [PR16, Ros14], and in particular the spectrum and
spectral measure of their Laplacians were calculated. One can verify that the complex Td,k is
transitive at all levels, that is, for any 0 ď j ď d and any pair of j-cells ρ, ρ1, there is a simplicial
automorphism of Td,k taking ρ to ρ
1.
For n ě 0, we denote by Bn the ball of radius n around T , that is, the subcomplex of Td,k
containing all d-cells (and j-cells contained in them) which are attached to Td,k in the first pn`1q
steps of the construction (see Figure 4).
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The construction of Td,k allows us to introduce a coloring of its 0-cells using pd ` 1q colors
(see Figure 5). Indeed, denote by pTiqdi“0 the 0-cells of T and color them using a different color
for each 0-cell. Next, assume that the d-cells in Bn were colored in such a way that the colors
of the 0-cells in each d-cell are distinct. If τ P Bn`1zBn is a d-cell that contains the pd´ 1q-cell
σ P Bn, then by induction we know that the colors of the 0-cells of σ are distinct, and thus,
there exists a unique color j P JdK which is not used to color the 0-cells of σ. Define the color
of τzσ to be j. Since the uncolored 0-cells of the d-cells which are added in the pn` 1q-step are
distinct this is a well defined coloring, and, by construction, the colors of the 0-cells of each of
the d-cells in Bn`1 are distinct. Continuing by induction, we obtain a coloring of Td,k and in
particular that Td,k is colorable. For future use, we fix a coloring of the 0-cells Γ : T
0
d,k Ñ JdK,
which, as explained in Subsection 3.3, can also be used to color all the cells in Td,k. Note that
the coloring Γ is completely determined by its values on the 0-cells pTiqdi“0.
Figure 5: The first four steps of the construction of a coloring for the universal arboreal complex
T2,2. The colors black, white and gray are used instead of 0, 1, 2.
One may wish to characterize the complex Td,k as the unique k-regular d-complex in which for
any pair of d-cells τ, τ 1 in Td,k there exists a unique non-backtracking path from τ to τ
1. However,
this does not determine Td,k uniquely, as any complex obtained from Td,k by identification
of lower dimensional cells of the same color yields another complex with the above property.
Nevertheless, using the results of this paper, we can prove the following uniqueness result:
Proposition 5.3. Td,k is the unique link-connected, k-regular d-complex with the property that
for any pair of d-cells τ, τ 1 in Td,k there exists a unique non-backtracking path from τ to τ
1.
The proof of Proposition 5.3 is postponed to Section 8. Let Ω “ pΩσqσPpTd,kqd´1 be a fixed
choice of k-ordering for Td,k.
Proposition 5.4 (Universal property of Td,k). The quartet pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q P Cd,k satisfies the
universal property.
Proof. Let prY , pγ, pω,pa0q P Cd,k with rY “ pY,m, gq. Using the ball structure of Td,k we prove
by induction that the existence of a unique morphism rϕ : pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q Ñ prY , pγ, pω,pa0q. More
precisely, we prove the following statement by induction on n:
There exists a unique morphism rϕ : Bn Ñ rY such that: piq rϕ is a simplicial multimap
from Bn to rY , piiq pγ ˝ rϕ “ Γ on Bn, piiiq for every σ P Bn satisfying degBnpσq “ k
we have pωrϕpσqpβq.rϕpτq “ rϕpΩσpβq.τq for any τ P δTd,kpσq and β P Ck, and pivqrϕpT q “ pa0.
For n “ 0, recall that B0 is the complex composed of a unique d-cell T . Since condition pivq
forces us to have rϕpT q “ a0 and since by condition piiq the colors must be preserved, there exists
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a unique simplicial multimap satisfying the induction assumption, namely, the map sending the
unique cell of color J contained in T to the unique multicell of color J contained in pa0.
Next, assume the induction assumption holds for n. We show that rϕ can be extended to
Bn`1 in a unique way so that piq ´ pivq are satisfied. Indeed, given any d-cell τ P Bn`1zBn,
there exists a unique pd ´ 1q-cell σ P Bn such that σ Ă τ . Furthermore, there exists a unique
τ 1 P Bdn containing σ. Since rϕ was already defined on Bn, and in particular on σ and τ 1, we can
use them together with the ordering pω in order to define the map rϕ for all d-cells containing
σ. Indeed, using the transitivity of the ordering Ωσ one can find (a unique) β P Ck such that
Ωσpβq.τ 1 “ τ . We then define rϕpτq “ rϕpΩσpβq.τq :“ pωrϕpσqpβq.rϕpτ 1q. Finally, we extend the
definition of rϕ to the new lower-dimensional cells in Bn`1 in the unique possible way which
preserves the coloring, i.e., for τ P Bn`1zBn and σ Ă τ , define rϕpσq to be the unique multicell
contained in rϕpτq such that pγpιrϕpσqq “ Γpσq. The function ϕ, which is defined now on Bn`1,
satisfies piq ´ pivq by definition and is the unique such function. This completes the induction
step and hence the proof.
Remark 5.5. One can think of Td,k as a hyperbolic building whose Weyl group is the free product
of pd ` 1q copies of the cyclic group of order 2. We thank Shai Evra and Amitay Kamber for
this observation.
5.2 Links of Td,k
Proposition 5.6. For every ´1 ď j ď d ´ 2 and ρ P T jd,k, the link lkTd,kpρq is isomorphic to
Td´|ρ|,k.
Proof. Since lkXpHq “ X for any complex, we have lkTd,kpHq “ Td,k which completes the proof
for j “ ´1. Furthermore, since for any ρ, ρ1 P Td,k such that ρ X ρ1 “ H and ρ Y ρ1 P Td,k it
holds that lklkTd,k pρq
pρ1q “ lkTd,kpρ Y ρ1q, it is sufficient to prove the lemma for ρ P T 0d,k as the
remaining cases follow by induction.
Assume next that v P T 0d,k and fix a pd ´ 1q-dimensional cell pσ P lkTd,kpvq (note that such a
cell exists since Td,k is pure). For n P N, denote by Bnpvq “ Bnpv, pσq the ball of radius n aroundpσ in lkTd,kpvq, that is, the set of pd´ 1q-cells in lkTd,kpvq whose distance from pσ in the associated
line graph is at most n, together with the cells contained in them.
Recalling the inductive method for constructing Td,k and observing that B0pvq “ tpσu, it is
enough to show that for every n P N the ball Bn`1pvq is obtained from Bnpvq by attaching to
each of the pd´ 2q-cells of degree 1 additional pk´ 1q new pd´ 1q-cells, each using a new 0-cell.
We prove this by induction. For n “ 0, since pσ corresponds to the d-cell pσ Y v P Td,k, and
since Td,k as a transitive structure on the d-cells, we can assume without loss of generality thatpσY v “ T . Hence, from the definition of Td,k, each of the pd´ 1q-cells in the boundary of pσY v
is attached to pk ´ 1q additional d-cells, each of which uses a new 0-cell.
Next, assume that the assumption holds for Bnpvq and observe Bn`1pvq. Each of the pd´2q-
cells in Bnpvq of degree 1 corresponds to a pd ´ 1q-cell containing v in Bn of degree 1, where
without loss of generality we assume that v Y pσ is the d-cell around which Bn is constructed,
i.e. T “ v Y pσ. Furthermore, given a pd ´ 2q-cell σ P Bnpvq such that degBnpvqpσq “ 1 and a
corresponding pd ´ 1q-cell τ “ v Y σ P Bn we have degBnpτq “ 1, and exactly pd ´ 1q of the
pd ´ 2q-cells in the boundary of τ contain v. Using the inductive definition of the balls Bn,
the ball Bn`1 is obtained from Bn by attaching to each of the pd ´ 1q-cells of degree 1 in Bn
an additional pk ´ 1q distinct d-cells, each of which using a new 0-cell. Hence in lkTd,kpvq, the
resulting ball Bn`1pvq is obtained from Bn by attaching to each of the pd´ 2q-cells of degree 1
an additional pk ´ 1q distinct pd´ 1q-cells, each of which uses a new 0-cell.
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Remark 5.7. Given a representative of the universal element pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q and σ P Td,k, the link
lkσpTd,kq arrives with a natural k-ordering and a coloring (with pd ` 1 ´ |σ|q colors) inherited
from pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q.
5.3 The action of Gd,k on d-cells of pTd,k,Γ,Ω, T q
As pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q is an object of Cd,k, by Section 4 the group Gd,k acts on it from the left
transitively. Recall the line graph G pTd,kq of Td,k and its graph distance dist : V pTd,kq ˆ
V pTd,kq Ñ NY t0u (see Section 2).
Lemma 5.8.
(1) For every g P Gd,k, the unique reduced word representing g is of length m if and only if
distpg.T ,T q “ m.
(2) For every representative pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q of the universal element, the action of Gd,k on the
d-cells of Td,k is simply transitive.
Proof.
(1) It follows from the inductive construction of Td,k that distpτ,T q “ m if and only if τ P
BmzBm´1. The result will follow once we prove the following two claims:
(a) For every τ P T dd,k such that distpτ,T q “ m, there exists a unique path (called the good
path) T “ τp0q, τp1q, . . . , τpmq “ τ of d-cells, with distpτpjq,T q “ j for 0 ď j ď m.
(b) Let g P Gd,k and assume w “ αlmjm . . . αl1j1 is the reduced word representing g. Then, the
path τp0q, . . . , τpmq, where τpiq “ αliji . . . αl1j1 .T is a good path.
We prove paq by induction on m. For m “ 0 the claim is immediate. Assume the statement
holds for all τ P T dd,k whose distance from T is strictly smaller than m and let τ P T dd,k be
a d-cell such that distpτ,T q “ m. Due to the inductive construction of Td,k, we know that
τ P BmzBm´1 and that τ is a neighbor of a unique d-cell τ 1 in Bm´1. In particular, any
path from T to τ must visit τ 1. Due to the induction assumption, there exists a unique
path T “ τp0q, τp1q, . . . , τpm ´ 1q “ τ 1 such that distpT , τpiqq “ i for 0 ď i ď m ´ 1.
Consequently, the path T “ τp0q, τp1q, . . . , τpm ´ 1q, τpmq :“ τ is the unique path from T
to τ satisfying the required properties.
Turning to prove pbq, let g P Gd,k and assume that the path τp0q, . . . , τpmq induced by the
reduced word representing g is not a good path, i.e. distpT , τpiqq ‰ i for some 1 ď i ď m.
Denoting by i0 ě 2 the minimal such i for which distpT , τpiqq ‰ i (it is impossible for i0 to be
equal to 0 or 1 due to the structure of the ball B1), it follows that distpT , τpi0´1qq “ i0´1,
but distpT , τpi0qq ‰ i0. Furthermore, since τpi0´ 1q and τpi0q are neighbors, it follows that
distpT , τpi0qq P ti0 ´ 2, i0 ´ 1u.
In the first case, namely distpT , τpi0qq “ i0 ´ 2, it follows from the structure of Td,k that
τi0 “ τi0´2. Hence, due to the definition of the action of Gd,k, it holds that ji0´1 “ ji0 , which
contradicts the assumption that the word is reduced. Similarly, if distpT , τpi0qq “ i0 ´ 1,
we must have that τi0´2, τi0´1 and τi0 have a common pd ´ 1q-cell, which by the definition
of the action, also implies that the word is not reduced.
(2) The transitivity of the action of Gd,k on the d-cells of Td,k follows from Lemma 4.1. Thus,
it remains to show that the action is simple. Assuming otherwise, one can find two distinct
group elements g1, g2 P Gd,k such that g1.T “ g2.T . However, each of the reduced words
representing g1 and g2 respectively induce a good path on Td,k which starts in T and ends
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in g1.T “ g2.T . Since such a path is unique, we must conclude that the paths coincide and
as a result that g1 “ g2.
Corollary 5.9 (The Cayley graph of Gd,k and the line graph of Td,k). Let S “ tαli : i P
JdK, l P rk ´ 1su. Given a representative of the universal object pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q, there is a natural
graph bijection between the line graph G pTd,kq and the left Cayley graph CaypGd,k;Sq, given by
g ÞÑ g.T .
Proof. Since Gd,k acts simply transitive on the d-cells of Td,k, which are exactly the vertices of
the line graph G pTd,kq, it follows that G pTd,kq is isomorphic to the Cayley graph of Gd,k with
respect to the generator set S1 “ tg P Gd,k : g.T is a neighbor of T and g.T ‰ T u. Hence, it
remains to show that S1 “ S. This follows from Lemma 5.8(1), as the only elements g P Gd,k
such that g.T and T are distinct neighbors, that is distpg.T , gq “ 1, are represented by reduced
words of length 1 which are exactly the words αli for i P JdK and l P rk ´ 1s.
5.4 The action of Gd,k on general cells of pTd,k,Γ,Ω, T q
Although the group Gd,k does not act directly from the left on lower-dimensional cells of Td,k,
one can use the action of Gd,k on d-cells of Td,k in order to define an action of Gd,k on pairs of
cells of the form pρ, τq P Td,k ˆ T dd,k, where ρ Ď τ . This is done by setting g.pρ, τq to be the pair
pρ1, τ 1q, where τ 1 “ g.τ , and ρ1 is the unique j-cell in g.τ whose color is the same as the color of
ρ.
Despite of the fact that the action of Gd,k on d-cells of Td,k is simply transitive (see Lemma
5.8), it is possible for certain group elements to stabilize a j-cell ρ in a pair pρ, τq, while changing
the d-cell itself (this means in particular that both τ and g.τ contain ρ). We thus wish to study
the subgroup
Lρ,τ :“
 
g P Gd,k : g.pρ, τq “ pρ, g.τq
(
(5.1)
for ρ P Td,k and ρ Ď τ P T dd,k.
Definition 5.10. For J Ď JdK, define the subgroup
KJ “ xαj : j P Jy ď Gd,k. (5.2)
We occasionally use the notation pJ to denote JdKzJ . Furthermore, for i P JdK, we use the
abbreviation pi for xtiu.
Lemma 5.11. Let pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q be a representative of the universal object. For every τ P T dd,k
and ρ Ď τ
Lρ,τ “ KJdKzΓpρq. (5.3)
In particular, Lρ,τ depends only on the color of ρ and not on the choice of the d-cell τ .
Proof. The case ρ “ τ follows from Lemma 5.8. Hence we assume that ρ Ĺ τ . We first show
that KJdKzΓpρq ď Lρ,τ . Since KJdKzΓpρq is generated by pαjqjPJdKzΓpρq and Lρ,τ is a group, it suffices
to show that pαjqjPJdKzΓpρq Ď Lρ,τ . Fix some j P JdKzΓpρq. Given τ P T dd,k such that ρ Ď τ , let σ
be the unique pd´ 1q-cell contained in τ of color JdKzj. By the assumption on j, we know that
Γpρq Ď JdKzj and hence that ρ Ď σ. Using the definition of the action on d-cells, αj .τ “ ωσpαjq.τ
must contain σ and thus also ρ. This implies that ρ is also stabilized by the action of αj , i.e.
αj.pρ, τq “ pρ, αj .τq, as required.
Next, we show that Lρ,τ ď KJdKzΓpρq. Assume g P Lρ,τ , then g.pρ, τq “ pρ, g.τq and thus
in particular ρ Ď σ :“ g.τ X τ . Consider the link of σ. Since τzσ, pg.τqzσ P lkXpσq and since
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lkXpσq is isomorphic to the universal arboreal complex Td´|σ|,k (see Proposition 5.6), it follows
that there is a path γ of pd ´ |σ|q-cells, connecting τzσ and pg.τqzσ in lkXpσq. This path can
be pulled back to Td,k, thus creating a path of d-cells τ “ τp0q, τp1q, . . . , τpmq “ g.τ such that
σ Ă τpiq for every 0 ď i ď m. Defining ji P JdK and li P Jk ´ 1K for 1 ď i ď m to be the
unique integers such that τpiq “ αliji .τpi´ 1q (which must exist since τpi´ 1q X τpiq is a pd´ 1q-
cell) we conclude that αlmjm . . . α
l1
j1
.τ “ g.τ . Recalling that Gd,k acts freely on T dd,k, this implies
g “ αlmjm . . . αl1j1 . Finally, since for every 1 ď i ď m we have σ Ă τpi ´ 1q X τpiq it follows that
ji P JdKzΓpσq Ď JdKzΓpρq for every 1 ď i ď m. Thus g “ αlmjm . . . αl1j1 P KJdKzΓpσq ď KJdKzΓpρq as
required.
The last lemma allows us to generalize Corollary 5.9 and define a bijection between general
cells of Td,k and certain cosets of the group Gd,k.
Definition 5.12 (Cosets in Gd,k). For ´1 ď j ď d let
Mj :“  K pJg : g P Gd,k, J Ď JdK such that |J | “ j ` 1(, (5.4)
where KJ is defined as in Definition 5.10. Also, set M :“
Ťd
j“´1M
j.
Corollary 5.13. Given a representative of the universal object pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q, for every ´1 ď
j ď d, there is a natural bijection Ψj :Mj Ñ T jd,k, given by
ΨjpK pJgq “ the unique cell ing.T whose color is J. (5.5)
For future use, we denote by Ψ : M Ñ Td,k the map, whose restriction to Mj is Ψj for every
´1 ď j ď d.
Proof. We start by proving that Ψ is well defined. Assume that for some J, J 1 Ď JdK such that
|J | “ |J 1| and some g, g1 P Gd,k we have K pJg “ K pJ 1g1. Then g P K pJ 1g1 ñ K pJ 1g Ď K pJ 1g1 “
K pJg ñ K pJ 1 Ď K pJ . Applying the same argument in the opposite direction we conclude that
K pJ “ K pJ 1 and hence that J “ J 1. Next, observe that K pJg “ K pJ 1g1 “ K pJg1 and therefore that
gg1´1 P K pJ . Recalling the definition of Ψj we obtain that ΨjpK pJgq is the unique j-cell ρ in g.T
such that Γpρq “ J , and similarly that ΨjpK pJ 1g1q “ ΨjpK pJg1q is the unique j-cell ρ1 in g1.T such
that Γpρ1q “ J . However, since gg1´1 P K pJ , it follows from Lemma 5.11 that the unique j-cell
in g1.T whose color is J is the same as the unique j-cell in pgg1´1q.pg1.T q “ g.T whose color is
J , that is ρ “ ρ1. This completes the proof that Ψj is well defined.
Next, we show that the map is onto. Let ρ P T jd,k, and assume that Γpρq “ J . Since Td,k is
pure, one can find a d-cell τ containing ρ. By Lemma 5.8, any d-cell of Td,k (and in particular
τ) can be written in the form g.T for some g P Gd,k. Hence, ΨjpK pJgq “ ρ.
Finally, we show that the map is injective. Assume that ρ :“ ΨjpK pJgq “ ΨjpK pJ 1g1q. It
follows from the definition of the map Ψj that J “ J 1, since otherwise the colors of the j-cells
ΨjpK pJgq and ΨjpK pJ 1g1q are not the same and in particular the cells are distinct. Furthermore,
the d-cells g.T and g1.T have ρ as a common j-cell such that Γpρq “ J . This implies that
gg1´1 P Lρ,τ and therefore by Lemma 5.11 that gg1´1 P KJdKzΓpρq “ K pJ . Consequently, K pJ 1g1 “
K pJg1 “ K pJpgg1´1qg1 “ K pJg, which proves that the map is injective.
5.5 The right action of Gd,k on Td,k, and Gd,k invariant coloring and ordering
Let pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q be a representative of the universal object. Using Corollary 5.9 and Corollary
5.13, one can define the right action of Gd,k on the d-cells of Td,k as the right action of Gd,k on
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the corresponding left Cayley graph. Formally, given a representative of the universal object
pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q, denote by Ψd : Gd,k Ñ T dd,k “ V pTd,kq the graph bijection introduced in Corollary
5.9, given by Ψdpgq “ g.T for every g P Gd,k. Then, for g P Gd,k and τ P T dd,k define τ.g to be
ΨdpΨ´1d pτqg´1q.
Since the action is the right action on a left Cayley graph, it preserves the graph structure
and in particular distpτ, τ 1q “ distpτ.g, τ 1.gq for every τ, τ 1 P T dd,k and g P Gd,k, where dist is the
graph distance in the line graph G pTd,kq. Furthermore, if we color the edges of CaypGd,k;Sq by
S, using the color s for edges of the form tg, sgu, then the right action also preserves the edge
color.
Unlike the left action of Gd,k on T
d
d,k, which cannot be extended directly to the lower di-
mensional cells (see Subsection 5.4), the right action can be extended to act on all cells of Td,k.
Indeed, given any cell ρ P Td,k define ρ.g as follows: choose any d-cell τ containing ρ, and set
ρ.g to be the unique cell in τ.g whose color is Γpρq. In order to see that this is well defined,
note that p1q for every d-cell τ 1 in Td,k, there is a bijection between tρ : ρ Ă τ 1u and subsets of
JdK, and p2q if τ and τ 1 are two 2 different d-cells containing ρ, i.e. ρ Ă τ X τ 1 then τ.g X τ 1.g
contains a subset ρ1 such that Γpρ1q “ Γpρq (since the right action preserves the structure of
the edge-colored Cayley graph). Consequently, ρ.g does not depend on the choice of the d-cell
containing it. Note that the right action preserves the coloring of the cells in Td,k by definition,
and that for every choice of J Ď JdK, it is transitive on cells of color J . Another way to see this is
to use Corollary 5.13: the right action of Gd,k on the j-dimensional cells of color J is equivalent
to the right action of Gd,k on MJ “ Gd,k{KJ .
Due to the existence of a coloring preserving right action of Gd,k on all the cells of Td,k, it
is natural to seek orderings which are preserved under the right group action. Formally, we call
an ordering Ω of Td,k a Gd,k-invariant ordering if for every σ P T d´1d,k , τ P δpσq and g P Gd,k,
pΩσpβq.τq.g “ Ωσ.gpβq.pτ.gq, @β P Ck. (5.6)
The last equation gives a simple way to define an invariant ordering for Td,k by defining the
ordering on the pd´1q-cells of T and using (5.6) to define the ordering on the remaining pd´1q-
cells of Td,k. Formally, for 0 ď i ď d, denote by Σi the unique pd´ 1q-cell of T whose color is pi
and define the ordering:
ΩΣipαliq.T :“ T .αli, @i P JdK, l P Jk ´ 1K,
Ωσ.gpβq.pτ.gq :“ pΩσpβq.τq.g, @β P Ck, g P Gd,k, σ P T d´1d,k , σ Ă τ P T dd,k.
(5.7)
This defines the ordering completely since the right action of Gd,k is transitive on cells of the
same dimension and color. One can verify that if τ P T dd,k and σ Ă τ is the unique pd ´ 1q-cell
of color pi in it, then there exists a unique g P Gd,k such that τ.g “ T and σ.g “ Σi. Hence,
Ωσpαliq.τ “ ΩΣi.gpαliq.pτ.gq “ pΩΣipαliq.T q.g “ T .αlig. (5.8)
Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume that any ordering Ω of Td,k is Gd,k-invariant,
i.e. it satisfies (5.7).
6 Group interpretation of Td,k
In this section we describe two additional constructions of the universal object Td,k. The first
uses the group Gd,k and the results proved in the previous section on its action on Td,k. This
hints at the construction for general subgroups of Gd,k discussed in the next section. Using
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the first construction, one can introduce a second one which is based on the notion of a nerve
complex (see Definition 2.1). Since a significant portion of the proofs for both constructions is
a special case (for the subgroup H “ xey ď Gd,k) of the more general theory (presented in the
Sections 7-9), the proofs are postponed.
Recall the definition ofM (see Definition 5.12) and for ´1 ď j ď d, let Φ :MÑ Ťdj“´1 `M0j`1˘
be the map
ΦpK pJgq “ tKpig : i P Ju, @J Ď JdK, g P Gd,k. (6.1)
One can verify (see Lemma 7.2) that the map Φ is well defined and that ΦpK pJgq P `M0j`1˘
whenever J Ď JdK is of size j ` 1.
Definition 6.1 (The simplicial complex Xd,k). Using the set M and the map Φ, we define
the simplicial complex Xd,k with vertex set M
0 as follows: X´1d,k “ tHu, X0d,k “ M0, and for
1 ď j ď d
X
j
d,k “ tΦpK pJgq : K pJg PMju. (6.2)
It is not difficult to check that Xd,k is indeed a d-dimensional simplicial complex with vertex
set M0. In addition, there is a bijection between j-cells of Xd,k and elements in M
j , that is,
the map Φ|Mj :Mj Ñ Xjd,k is a bijection. Combining this with Corollary 5.13 we obtain:
Theorem 6.2 (The complex Xd,k is the universal object). The d-complex Xd,k is isomorphic
to Td,k. Furthermore, for any choice of a representative of the universal object pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q
one can endow Xd,k with a natural coloring, k-ordering and a root such that the map Ψ ˝ Φ´1 :
Xd,k Ñ Td,k is a bijective morphism (in the sense of the category Cd,k), where Ψ is as defined in
Corollary 5.13, and Φ is as defined in equation (6.1).
Using the last construction of Td,k via Gd,k, we can also describe Td,k as a nerve complex.
Theorem 6.3 (Td,k as a nerve complex). For v “ Kpi g PM0 define Av “ tg1 P Gd,k : Kpi g “
Kpig1u. Then, the nerve complex N ppAvqvPM0q is a d-dimensional simplicial complex which is
isomorphic to Td,k.
7 From subgroups of Gd,k to elements of Cd,k
The goal of this section is to introduce a method for constructing elements of Cd,k using subgroups
ofGd,k. LetH ď Gd,k be a subgroup ofGd,k. SinceGd,k is in bijection with the d-cells of Td,k, and
Gd,k acts on Td,k from the right by simplicial automorphisms which preserve coloring, ordering
and the gluing of cells, one can define the quotient complex Td,k{{H associated with H as follows:
Define the 0-cells of Td,k{{H to be the orbits of the action of H (from the right) on the 0-cells
of Td,k. Next, declare a set of 0-cells in Td,k{{H to form a cell in the quotient complex, if there
exist representatives of the 0-cells in T 0d,k in the corresponding orbits, which form a cell in Td,k.
The cells in Td,k{{H arrive with a natural multiplicity and gluing, namely, the multiplicity of a
cell σ in Td,k{{H is the number of choices of representatives for 0-cells along the orbits up to an
H equivalence, and the gluing is induced from the inclusion relation in Td,k. As it turns out,
the resulting object in Cd,k is always link-connected, that is, it belongs to C
lc
d,k. This fact is
proven in Subsection 7.3 and is used later on to characterize each quotient complex as a certain
universal object (see Section 8).
7.1 Construction of the multicomplex from Gd,k
We start by introducing the quotient multicomplex Td,k{{H, which is defined directly from the
group Gd,k and the subgroup H. Let pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q be a representative of the universal object
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of Cd,k and H ď Gd,k. Recall the definition of the subgroups K pJ (Definition 5.10) and of the
sets Mj (see Definition 5.12).
Definition 7.1 (Equivalence classes of cosets of Gd,k). For ´1 ď j ď d, define an equivalence
relation on cosets in Mj by declaring K pJg and K pJ 1g1 to be equivalent if tK pJgh : h P Hu “tK pJ 1g1h : h P Hu. For K pJg PMj we denote by rK pJgsH the equivalence class of K pJg and define
MjpHq “ trK pJgsH : g P Gd,k, J Ď JdK such that |J | “ j ` 1u, (7.1)
Finally, denote MpHq “ Ťdj“´1MjpHq.
Note that, for j “ d, one has tgh : h P Hu “ gH, and therefore the equivalence classes
rgsH are in correspondence with the left cosets gH, that is, one may identify MdpHq with
tgH : g P Gd,ku. Hence |MdpHq| “ rG : Hs.
Lemma 7.2. If rK pJgsH “ rK pJ 1g1sH , then J “ J 1. Furthermore, if rK pJgsH “ rK pJg1sH and
I Ď J , then rKpIgsH “ rKpIg1sH . In particular, rKpigsH “ rKpig1sH for every i P J .
Proof. Assume that rK pJgsH “ rK pJ 1g1sH . Then, K pJg “ K pJ 1g1h for some h P H, and hence
g “ wg1h for some w P K pJ 1 . Consequently, K pJg “ K pJ 1g1h “ K pJ 1w´1gh´1h “ K pJ 1g, where for
the last equality we used the fact that w P K pJ 1 . By multiplying both sides from the right by
g´1, we obtain K pJ “ K pJ 1 and therefore J “ J 1.
Assume next that rK pJgsH “ rK pJg1sH and I Ď J . Then, there exists h P H such that
K pJg “ K pJg1h. As K pJ Ď KpI , the same holds for pI, i.e., KpIg “ KpIg1h, which implies rKpIgsH “
rKpIg1sH .
Let Φ :MpHq Ñ Ťdj“´1 `M0pHqj`1 ˘ be the map
ΦprK pJgsH q “ trKpigsH : i P Ju, @J Ď JdK, g P Gd,k. (7.2)
Note that due to Lemma 7.2 this map is indeed well defined. Also, note that, ΦpMjpHqq Ď`
M0pHq
j`1
˘
and that the restriction of Φ to M0 is the identity.
Definition 7.3 (The complex Xd,kpHq). For H ď Gd,k, define X´1d,kpHq “ tHu and for 0 ď j ď d
let
X
j
d,kpHq “ tΦprK pJgsHq : rK pJgsH PMjpHqu. (7.3)
Finally, set
Xd,kpHq “
dď
j“´1
X
j
d,kpHq. (7.4)
Note that X0d,kpHq “M0pHq since the restriction of Φ to M0pHq is the identity map.
Lemma 7.4 (Xd,kpHq has a complex structure). Let pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q be a representative of the
universal element and H ď Gd,k. Then Xd,kpHq is a pure d-complex which is colorable and
d-lower path connected.
Proof. Let σ P Xd,kpHq and ρ Ď σ. Due to the definition of Xd,kpHq, there exists J Ď JdK and
g P Gd,k such that σ “ ΦprK pJgsHq “ trKpigsH : i P Ju. Hence ρ “ trKpigsH : i P J 1u for some
J 1 Ă J , and we obtain ρ “ ΦprK pJ 1gsHq, that is, ρ P Xd,kpHq. This completes the proof that
Xd,kpHq is a simplicial complex with vertex set M0pHq.
A similar argument shows that Xd,kpHq is pure. Indeed, let σ P Xd,kpHq. As before, there
exists J Ď JdK and g P Gd,k such that σ “ ΦprK pJgsHq “ trKpigsH : i P Ju. Hence, τ “
ΦprgsHq “ trKpigsH : i P JdKu is a d-cell containing σ.
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Next, we show that Xd,kpHq is colorable. Define γH : X0d,kpHq Ñ JdK by γHprKpigsHq “ i.
Note that due to Lemma 7.2 this is a well defined map. Since any d-cell of Xd,kpHq is of the
form ΦprgsHq “ trKp0gsH , rKp1gsH , . . . , rKpdgsHu for some g P Gd,k, it follows that the 0-cells of
any d-cell in Xd,kpHq are colored by pd` 1q distinct colors. Hence γH is a valid coloring, and in
particular Xd,kpHq is colorable.
Finally, we show that Xd,kpHq is d-lower path connected. Let τ, τ 1 P Xdd,kpHq. Then τ “
ΦprgsHq and τ 1 “ Φprg1sHq for some g, g1 P Gd,k. Writing g1g´1 as a reduced word αlmim . . . αl2i2αl1i1
with i1, . . . , im P JdK and l1, . . . , lm P rk´ 1s and abbreviating wr “ αlrir . . . αl1i1 for 0 ď r ď m, we
claim that the sequence τ “ τp0q, τp1q, . . . , τpmq “ τ 1 with τprq “ ΦprwrgsHq is a path from τ
to τ 1 (up to the fact that it is possible for two consecutive d-cells in it to be the same). We only
need to check that τpjq X τpj ´ 1q is either a pd ´ 1q-cell or that τpj ´ 1q “ τpjq. To this end,
note that for every g P Gd,k, every i P JdK and every l P rk ´ 1s
ΦprgsHq X ΦprαligsHq “ trKp0gsH , . . . , rKpdgsHu X trKp0αligsH , . . . , rKpdαligsHu. (7.5)
Using the definition of the subgroups Kpr (see Definition 5.10) we conclude that rKprgsH “
rKprαligsH for every r ‰ i. Hence ΦprgsHq X ΦprαligsHq P Xd´1d,k pHq if rKpigsH ‰ rKpiαligsH and
ΦprgsHq “ ΦprαligsHq if rKpigsH “ rKpiαligsH , thus completing the proof.
Using the simplicial complex Xd,kpHq, we turn to construct an element of Cd,k whose under-
lying simplicial complex is Xd,kpHq, and is equivalent to the quotient multicomplex described
at the beginning of the section. In order to describe the multicomplex it remains to define its
multiplicity mH and gluing gH functions, as well as its ordering and root. The multiplicity as-
sociated with the complex, arises from the fact that although the map Φ is onto, it is in general
not injective, that is, it is possible that |Φ´1pσq| ą 1 for some σ P Xd,kpHq (for further discussion
of this fact see Subsection 9.2).
Definition 7.5 (Multiplicity). Define the multiplicity function mH : Xd,kpHq Ñ N by
mHpσq “ |Φ´1pσq|, @σ P Xd,kpHq. (7.6)
Note that by the definition of the complex Xd,kpHq, it is always the case that mpvq “ 1 for
v P X0d,kpHq.
Since the multiplicity is manifested by the map Φ and the relation between MpHq and
Xd,kpHq, it is more natural to use the elements ofMpHq as “indexes” for the multicells associated
with Xd,kpHq instead of the natural numbers3. Hence, from here onward, we use Mj to denote
the j-multicells of the multicomplex associated with Xd,kpHq, for 1 ď j ď d.
Definition 7.6 (Gluing). Define the gluing function, gH : tpa, σq P MpHq ˆ Xd,kpHq : σ P
BΦpaqu Ñ MpHq as follows: Note that for a “ rK pJgsH and σ P BΦpaq, there exists a unique
l P J , such that σ “ ΦprKxJzlgsHq. Then, set
gHprK pJgsH , σq “ rKxJzlgsH , (7.7)
for this unique l P J .
3If one insists on working with the set Xd,kpHqmH instead of MpHq, this can be done by fixing an arbitrary
map F : MpHq Ñ Xd,kpHqmH such that F restricted to Φ
´1pσq is a bijection from Φ´1pσq to Xd,kpHqmH pσq, for
every σ P Xd,kpHq.
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The gluing function is well defined due to Lemma 7.2. Furthermore, recalling the definition
of a multiboundary, our choice of gluing gives
BmrK pJgsH “  rKxJzlgsH : l P J(. (7.8)
Throughout the remainder of the paper we denote by rXd,kpHq the multicomplex pXd,kpHq,mH ,
gHq. Note that rXd,kpHq is indeed a multicomplex as it satisfies the consistency condition. Indeed,
let rK pJgsH be a multicell in rXd,kpHq, and let rKpIgsH , rKpI 1gsH be a pair of multicells contained
in it (that is, I, I 1 Ď J) satisfying |I| “ |I 1|. If in addition the corresponding cells satisfy
σ :“ ΦprKpIgsHq XΦprKpI 1gsHq P X|I|´2d,k pHq, then gHprKpIgsH , σq “ rKzIXI 1gsH “ gHprKpI 1gsH , σq,
that is, the gluing is consistent.
Claim 7.7. For every i P JdK and g P Gd,k, the d-multicells containing the pd ´ 1q-multicell
rKigsH are trαligsH : l P Jk ´ 1Ku. In particular, the degree of any pd ´ 1q-multicell is at most
k.
Remark 7.8. In fact, combining Claim 3.9 and Lemma 7.10, one can show that the degree of
any pd´ 1q-cell divides k.
Proof. Let a “ rKigsH PMd´1pHq be a pd ´ 1q-multicell. It follows from the definition of the
gluing function that rαligsH for l P Jk ´ 1K are d-multicells containing a. If rg1sH is a d-multicell
containing a, then rKig1sH “ rKigsH “ a. In particular, g1 “ αligh0 for some h0 P H and
l P Jk ´ 1K, and hence tg1h : h P Hu “ tαligh0h : h P Hu “ tαligh : h P Hu, that is,
rg1sH “ rαligsH . This proves that there are no other d-multicells containing the pd´ 1q-multicell
rKpigsH .
Next, we turn to define an ordering for the multicomplex rXd,kpHq. The ordering of rXd,kpHq
is induced from the ordering of pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q.
Definition 7.9 (Ordering). We define ωH “ pωbqbPMd´1pHq as follows. Given a pd´1q-multicell
rKigsH PMd´1pHq and a d-multicell rαligsH PMdpHq containing it, define
ωrKigsH pαmi q.rαligsH “ rαl`mi gsH , @m P Jk ´ 1K. (7.9)
Lemma 7.10. ωH is a valid k-ordering for rXd,kpHq.
Proof. We start by showing that ωH is well defined. Assume first that rKigsH “ rKig1sH are
two representatives of the same pd ´ 1q-multicell and note that in this case g1 “ αri gh for some
r P Jk ´ 1K and h P H. In addition, the d-multicell rαligsH represented in terms of g1 is given
by rαligsH “ rαliα´ri g1h´1sH “ rαl´ri g1sH . Thus it is enough to show that ωrKigsH pαmi q.rαligsH “
ωrKig1sH pαmi q.rαl´ri g1sH . This is indeed the case, since
ωrKigsH pαmi q.rαligsH “ rαl`mi gsH “ rαl`mi α´ri g1hsH
“ rαl`m´ri g1sH “ ωrKig1sH pαmi q.rαl´ri g1sH .
(7.10)
It remains to show that ωH is indeed an ordering, that is, for every pd´ 1q-multicell rKigsH ,
the map ωrKigsH : Ck Ñ SδprKigsH q is a transitive homomorphism. The fact that ωrKigsH is a
homomorphism follows from the fact that it is defined using the action of Gd,k. As for the fact
that ωrKigsH is transitive, it follows from by observing that for any pd ´ 1q-multicell rKpigsH ,
one can obtain any d-multicell of the form rαmi gsH when starting from the d-multicells gH by
applying ωrKigsH pαmi q, and noting that those are all the d-multicells containing rKpigsH (see
Claim 7.7).
Finally, we define the root to be the d-multicell resH . Combining all of the above we conclude
that prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resH q is an object in the category Cd,k.
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7.2 The multicomplexes rXd,k as quotients of the universal object
Having completed the construction of the object prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resHq P Cd,k associated with
a subgroup H, we turn to discuss the unique morphism in the sense of the category Cd,k from
the universal object to it. This morphism is in fact the promised quotient map from Td,k to
Td,k{{H. In particular, we prove that the multicomplex associated with the subgroup H “ xey
is simply the universal object itself (thus proving Theorem 6.2).
Theorem 7.11 (The quotient map). Let pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q be a representative of the universal ele-
ment of Cd,k and H ď Gd,k. Then the unique morphism from pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q to prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH ,
resHq is given by the map σ Ñ rΨ´1pσqsH , where Ψ is the bijection defined in Corollary 5.13.
Note that in the caseH “ xey the resulting morphism from pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q to prXd,kpeq, γe, ωe, eq
is simply the map Ψ´1, which by Corollary 5.13 is a bijection. Hence, pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q and
prXd,kpeq, γe, ωe, eq are isomorphic in the category Cd,k, which completes the proof of Theorem
6.2.
Proof. Denote by ΠH : Td,k Ñ MpHq the map ΠHpσq “ rΨ´1pσqsH and note that ΠH is the
composition of the map Ψ´1 with the quotient map by H induced from the equivalence relation
(see Figure 6). In particular, this implies that ΠH is well defined. Indeed, for every σ P Td,k,
Figure 6: The map ΠH is a composition of the map Ψ
´1 and the quotient map by H.
there exists a unique coset K pJg such that ΨpK pJgq “ σ. Furthermore, if K pJg “ K pJ 1g1, then by
definition rK pJgsH “ rK pJ 1g1sH which proves that the map is well defined.
Next, we show that ΠH is a simplicial multimap. Since Td,k is a complex, and in particular
has no multiplicity in the cells, it suffices to show that ΠHpσq “ tΠHpv0q, . . . ,ΠHpvjqu PMpHq
for every σ “ tv0, . . . , vju P Td,k. Let σ be as above and assume that Ψ´1pσq “ K pJg with
J “ ti0, . . . , iju and g P Gd,k. Due to the definition of Ψ (see Corollary 5.13) the color of σ is J
and hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that the color of vr is ir for 0 ď r ď j. Using
the definition of Ψ once more, together with the fact that vr is the unique 0-cell in σ of color
ir, we obtain that Ψ
´1pvrq “ Kpirg for every 0 ď r ď j, and hence ΠHpvrq “ rKpirgsH . Recalling
that the 0-cells of the multicell ΠHpσq “ rK pJgsH are trKpi0gsH , . . . , rKpijgsHu by definition (see
the definition of Φ), this completes the proof that ΠH is a simplicial multimap.
It remains to show that ΠH preserves the coloring, the root and the ordering. Starting with
the coloring, the previous argument implies that for every σ P Td,k such that Ψ´1pσq “ K pJg,
with J “ ti0, . . . , iju, the color of σ is J . However, the color of the multicell rK pJgsH is defined
to be J as well (see Lemma 7.4 for the definition of γH). The map ΠH preserves the root since
Ψpeq “ T , which implies that ΠHpT q “ resH . Finally, turning to deal with the ordering, let
σ P T d´1d,k and τ P T dd,k such that σ Ă τ . Assume further that Ψ´1pσq “ Kig, which, by the
definition of the map Ψ, implies that Ψ´1pτq “ αlig for some l P Jk ´ 1K. Since the action of
Gd,k on T from the left and right is the same (as it corresponds to the unit element in Gd,k) it
follows that σ “ Σi.g and τ “ T .αlig, where Σi is the unique pd´ 1q-cell of T of color pi. Hence,
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using the assumption that the ordering Ω is invariant (see (5.7)) for every m P Jk ´ 1K
ΠHpΩσpαmi q.τq “ ΠHpΩΣi.gpαmi q.pT .αligqq “ ΠHprΩΣipαmi q.T s.αligq
“ ΠHpT .αmi αligq “ ΠHpαl`mi g.T q “ rαl`mi gsH
“ ωKigHpαmi q.rαligsH “ ωΠHpσqpαmi q.ΠHpτq
(7.11)
as required.
7.3 Link-connectedness of quotient complexes
Proposition 7.12. For every H ď Gd,k, the multicomplex rXd,kpHq is link-connected.
Proof. Due to Proposition 3.5 it suffices to show that the link of each j-multicell is pd´ j ´ 1q-
lower path connected. Let a “ rK pJgsH be a j-multicell of rXd,kpHq with ´1 ď j ď d ´ 2.
The link rY :“ lkrXd,kpHqpaq is a pd ´ j ´ 1q-dimensional multicomplex, whose i-multicells (for
´1 ď i ď d ´ j ´ 1) are in correspondence with elements rKpIg1sH P Mi`j`1pHq for J Ď I
satisfying rK pJg1sH “ rK pJgsH . Let b1 and b2 be two pd ´ j ´ 1q-multicells in rY and denote by
rg1sH and rg2sH the corresponding d-multicells in rXd,kpHq. Since both rg1sH and rg2sH contain
a, we have rK pJg1sH “ rK pJgsH “ rK pJg2sH . Observing the corresponding d-cells in Td,k, by
Theorem 7.11, one can find h1, h2 P H such that the d-cells Ψ´1pg1h1q and Ψ´1pg2h2q contain
K pJg. As K pJg corresponds to a j-cell of Td,k, and since the link of a j-cell in Td,k is isomorphic to
Td´j´1,k (see Proposition 5.6), we conclude that: paq the link lkTd,kpΨ´1pK pJgqq is pd´j´1q-lower
path connected, pbq g1h1 and g2h2 have a corresponding pd´ j ´ 1q-cells in the link lkTd,kpK pJgq.
Combining paq and pbq, one can find a path of pd ´ j ´ 1q-cells in lkTd,kpK pJgq, which in turn
yields a path of d-cells in Td,k from g
1h1 to g2h2, all of whose d-cells contain the j-cell K pJg.
Projecting this path to rXd,kpHq, one obtains a path of d-multicells from rg1h1sH “ rg1sH to
rg2h2sH “ rg2sH , all of which contain the j-multicell rK pJgsH . Finally, projecting this path to
the link rY , we conclude that there is a path of pd ´ j ´ 1q-multicells from b1 to b2 in the link,
thus completing the proof.
7.4 Links of Td,k described by the group Gd,k
Combining Proposition 5.6 and Theorem 6.2 we can give a group description of the links in Td,k
using the group Gd,k.
Let pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q be a representative of the universal object, and fix a cell σ P T jd,k of color
Γpσq “ J . Assume first that Φ´1pσq “ K pJe. Then, the set of cells in Td,k containing σ is in
correspondence with the cosets KpIg1 PM such that J Ď I andK pJ “ K pJg1, or equivalently, J Ď I
and g1 P K pJ . Furthermore, all the cell in the link of σ are colored by the colors JdKJ :“ JdKzJ ,
and the color of the cell corresponding to KpIg1 is JdKJzI “ JdKJzpIzJq.
Let GJd,k “ ˚iPJdKJKi ď Gd,k be the subgroup of generated by pαiqiPJdKJ . Note that
• GJd,k is isomorphic to Gd´j´1,k.
• By Theorem 6.2, Gd´j´1,k gives rise to the simplicial complex Td´j´1,k using the map Φ.
• By Proposition 5.6 The link of σ is isomorphic to Td´j´1,k.
Hence we can also use the group Gd,k in order to describe the link of σ, namely, KpIg1
with J Ď I and g1 P K pJ ď Gd,k corresponds to the coset KJdKJ zpIzJqg1 in GJd,k, which in turn
corresponds to a cell in the link of σ.
Finally, in the general case, i.e. Φ´1pσq “ K pJg for a general g P Gd,k, we can give a natural
structure, by an appropriate conjugation by g.
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8 From simplicial complexes to subgroups and back
In this section we discuss how to associate a subgroup of Gd,k to objects of Cd,k and study
the relation between the original object and the quotient object obtained from the associated
subgroup.
8.1 Classification of objects in C lcd,k
Recall that we have an action from the left of the group Gd,k on the d-multicells of every object
in the category Cd,k (see Section 4). Note that this action is not in the category Cd,k.
Definition 8.1 (The associated subgroup). For p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k define
Hpp rX, γ, ω, a0qq “ tg P Gd,k : g.a0 “ a0u. (8.1)
Since Hpp rX, γ, ω, a0qq is the stabilizer of a0, it is a subgroup of Gd,k, that we will call the
subgroup associated with p rX, γ, ω, a0q.
Theorem 8.2 (Classification of objects in C lcd,k). Let pTd,k,Γ,Ω,T q be a representative of the
universal object.
(1) For any H ď Gd,k, the subgroup associated with the multicomplex prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resHq is
H, that is,
HpprXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resH qq “ H. (8.2)
(2) For every p rX, γ, ω, a0q P C lcd,k, the object of Cd,k associated with Hpp rX, γ, ω, a0qq is isomorphic
to p rX, γ, ω, a0q, that is
p rX, γ, ω, a0q – prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resH q, (8.3)
where H “ Hpp rX, γ, ω, a0qq.
In particular, we obtain a correspondence between subgroups of Gd,k and the link-connected
objects in Cd,k.
Proof.
(1) The main identity needed for the proof of (8.2) is
g.resH “ rgsH , @g P Gd,k, (8.4)
where the action of Gd,k is the one defined by the group action on the d-multicells of rXd,kpHq.
Indeed, if (8.4) holds, then
HpprXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resHqq “ tg P Gd,k : g.resH q “ resHu
“ tg P Gd,k : rgsH “ resHu “ H
(8.5)
thus completing the proof.
We turn to prove (8.4). Since g can be written as a word in α0, . . . , αd it is enough to show
that αi.rgsH “ rαigsH for any g P Gd,k and i P JdK. The last equality is now a consequence
of the definition of the action and the ordering. Indeed, for any i P JdK and g P Gd,k
αi.rgsH “ ωrKigsH pαiq.rgsH “ rαigsH (8.6)
as required.
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(2) Assume rX “ pX,m, gq. We construct the morphism from prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resHq to p rX, γ, ω,
a0q in several steps: (i) a map between 0-cells, piiq extension to a simplicial map from Xd,kpHq
to X, piiiq extension to a simplicial multimap from rXd,kpHq to rX, and finally, pivq showing
that the resulting simplicial multimap is a bijective morphism, whenever rX is link-connected.
piq Recall that the 0-cells have no multiplicity in any complex and define ϕ : X0d,kpHq Ñ X0
by
ϕprKpigsHq “ the unique 0-cell ofg.a0 whose color is i . (8.7)
First, we show that ϕ is well defined. Indeed, if rKpigsH “ rKpig1sH , then g1 “ wgh for some
w P Kpi and h P H and therefore g1.a0 “ wgh.a0 “ wg.a0 “ w.pg.a0q, where for the second
inequality we used the fact that any element of H stabilizes a0. Recalling the definition of
the action, for any element of w1 P Kpi and any a P Xm it holds that w1.a and a contain the
same 0-cell whose color is i. In particular g.a0 and g
1.a0 “ w.pg.a0q contain the same 0-cell
whose color is i, implying that ϕprKpigsHq “ ϕprKpig1sHq.
piiq Next, we extend the definition of ϕ to all cells in Xd,kpHq by ϕptσ0, . . . , σjuq “ tϕpσ0q, . . . ,
ϕpσjqu for every σ “ tσ0, . . . , σju P T jd,k. We claim that ϕ is a simplicial map. In order
to prove this, one only need to verify that ϕptrKpi0gsH , . . . , rKpijgsHuq is a j-cells in X for
every choice of g P Gd,k and distinct i0, . . . , ij P JdK. Using the definition of ϕ for 0-cells,
one can verify that ϕptrKpi0gsH , . . . , rKpijgsHuq is the set of 0-cells of g.a0 whose colors are
i0, i1, . . . , ij . Using the forgetful map ι from multicells to cells defined in Section 3, since
the colors are distinct and since ιpg.a0q is a d-cell of X (which is closed under inclusion), we
conclude that ϕptrKpi0gsH , . . . , rKpijgsHuq is a j-cell in X.
piiiq A final extension of ϕ to a map rϕ : rX Ñ rXd,kpHq is defined as follows. For 0 ď j ď d,
J Ă JdK satisfying |J | “ j ` 1 and g P Gd,k define
rϕprK pJgsHq “ the unique j-multicell containedin g.a0 whose color is J . (8.8)
Using a similar argument to the one above, we obtain that rϕ is an extension of the map ϕ.
Furthermore, this map is well defined due to the definition of H and the fact that the action
of elements in K pJ from the left on d-multicell stabilizes the p|J | ´ 1q-cell of color J .
pivq Let us now show that rϕ is a bijection of multicomplexes. Indeed, since the action
of Gd,k on the d-multicells of rX is transitive (see Claim 4.1), it follows that the map is
onto. As for injectivity, we separate the proof to the case of d-multicells and to lower
dimensional multicells. Starting with the former, note that if rϕprgsH q “ rϕprg1sHq, then
g.a0 “ g1.a0 and hence g´1g1.a0 “ a0. Recalling the definition of the subgroup H, we obtain
that g´1g1 P H, or equivalently rgsH “ rg1sH . Turning to deal with general multicells,
if rϕprK pJgsHq “ rϕprK pJ 1g1sHq, then J “ J 1, because otherwise the colors or dimension of
the multicells are different and in particular there is no equality. Note that the equalityrϕprK pJgsH q “ rϕprK pJg1sHq implies that the d-multicells g.a0 and g1.a0 contains the same
p|J |´1q-multicell of color J , denoted b. Therefore, in the link lk rXpbq, there are pd´dim b´1q-
multicells c and c1 which correspond to the d-multicells g.a0 and g
1.a0 respectively. Recalling
that rX is link-connected and using Proposition 3.5, we conclude that there exists a path of
pd´ dim b´ 1q-multicells in lk rXpbq from c to c1 such that each pair of consecutive multicells
along the path contains a common pd ´ dim b ´ 2q-multicell. Lifting this path to rX , one
obtain a path of d-multicells from g.a0 to g
1.a0 such that each consecutive pair contains a
common pd´1q-multicell, and each of the d-multicells contains the multicell b. Recalling the
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definition of the action of Gd,k (see Section 4) this implies the existence of w P K pJ such that
wg.a0 “ w.pg.a0q “ g1.a0. Hence, by the same argument used for d-multicells rwgsH “ rg1sH ,
and therefore rK pJgsH “ rK pJg1sH .
Finally, we note that rϕ preserves the coloring ordering and root. The coloring is preserved
due to the definition of rϕ and the choice of coloring γH for cells in Xd,kpHq. Similarly, the
root is preserved, due to the definition of ϕ. As for the ordering, due to the definition of
ωH , see (7.9), one needs to show that for every i P JdK, g P Gd,k and l,m P Jk ´ 1K
rϕprαl`mi gsHq “ ωrϕprKpigsH qpαliq.rϕprαmi gsHq. (8.9)
Starting with the left hand side, rϕprαl`mi gsHq is the unique d-multicell αl`mi g.a0. As for the
right hand side, denoting by b the unique pd´ 1q-multicell contained in αmi g.a0 whose color
is JdKzi, this can be rewritten as ωbpαliq.pαmi g.a0q which by the definition of the action on
p rX, γ, ω, a0q equals to αl`mi g.a0 as well.
8.2 Some implications of Theorem 8.2
Proposition 8.3. For every subgroup H ď Gd,k, the line graph of rXd,kpHq is isomorphic to the
Schreier graph ScrpG{H;Sq, where S “ tαli : i P JdK, l P rk ´ 1su.
Proof. Since Gd,k acts transitively on the d-multicells of prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resH q, and since the
stabilizer of resH is the subgroup H, it follows that G prXd,kpHqq is isomorphic to the Schreier
graph of Gd,k{H with respect to the generator set S1 “ tg P Gd,k : g.resH is a neighbor of resHu.
Hence, it remains to show that S1 “ S. First, note that S Ď S1, since the definition of the left
action on rXd,kpHq guarantees that the d-multicells resH and αli.resH contain the same pd ´ 1q-
multicell of color pi, that is, αli.resH and resH are neighboring d-cells in the line graph. As for the
other direction, assume that g P S1. Then, g.resH is a neighbor of resH in the line graph, that
is, they contain a common pd ´ 1q-multicell. Recalling that the pd ´ 1q-multicells contained in
resH are prKiesHqiPJdK and using Claim 7.7, we conclude that rgsH “ rαlisH for some l P Jk ´ 1K,
thus proving that S1 Ď S.
Combining proposition 8.3 and Theorem 8.2 we obtain
Corollary 8.4.
(1) For every d, k and H ď Gd,k there exists a d-multicomplex, whose line graph is isomorphic
to the Schreier graph SchpGd,k{H;Sq, where S “ tαli : i P JdK, l P rk ´ 1su.
(2) Every pure, link-connected d-multicomplex rX, such that degpbq divides k for every pd ´ 1q-
multicell b is isomorphic to rXd,kpHq for some H ď Gd,k.
Remark 8.5. Let p rX, γ, ω, aq P Cd,k and denote by H the corresponding subgroup of Gd,k. It
follows from the work of [Lee16, Corollary 4.1] that the line graph of rX is transitive if and only if
H is length-transitive (see [Lee16, Definition 4.3]). It is interesting to ask, whether one can find
a condition on H that guarantees transitivity of the line graphs of the skeletons of rX . Similarly,
let H1,H2 be two subgroups of Gd,k. It is shown in [Lee16, Theorem 4.1] that the line graphs
of rXd,kpH1q and rXd,kpH2q are isomorphic if and only if H1 and H2 are length-isomorphic (see
[Lee16, Definition 4.2]). It is interesting to ask whether one can find conditions on H1 and H2
that guarantee isomorphism of the line graphs of the skeletons of rXd,kpH1q and rXd,kpH2q.
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Using Theorem 8.2 we may also deduce Proposition 5.3. Indeed, the assumption that Td,k is
pure d-dimensional, k-regular and has the non-backtracking property described in Proposition
5.3 determines the line graph of Td,k completely. Hence, by Theorem 8.2 there exists a unique
object in C lcd,k up to isomorphism whose line graph is the line graph of Td,k, which must be Td,k
itself.
Another corollary of Theorem 8.2 is the following:
Corollary 8.6. For every pair of finite objects pX1, γ1, ω1, a1q and pX2, γ2, ω2, a2q in Cd,k, there
exists a finite pY, γ, ω, aq P C lcd,k with surjective morphisms pii : pY, γ, ω, aq Ñ pXi, γi, ωi, aiq,
i “ 1, 2.
Proof. If H1 and H2 are subgroups of Gd,k associated with pX1, γ1, ω1, a1q and pX2, γ2, ω2, a2q
respectively, then take pY, γ, ω, aq “ prXd,kpH3q, γH3 , ωH3 , resH3q, where H3 “ H1 XH2.
Corollary 8.6 is a kind of analogue of Leighton’s graph covering theorem (see [Lei82]) asserting
that two finite graphs with the same universal cover have a common finite cover. It should be
noted however, that in our case Td,k is usually not the universal cover of neither X1 nor X2.
Moreover, in general the fundamental groups pi1pX1q and pi1pX2q can be very different and, in
particular, not commensurable to each other (i.e., do not have isomorphic finite index subgroups)
as is the case for graphs. Therefore, Corollary 8.6 is not totally expected. In fact we do not
know how to prove it by direct combinatorial methods.
8.3 The link-connected cover
Theorem 8.7. For every p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) object
prY , pγ, pω,pa0q P Cd,k with an epimorphism pi : prY , pγ, pω,pa0q Ñ p rX, γ, ω, a0q satisfying the following
properties
(1) rY is link-connected.
(2) For every p rZ, γ, ω, a0q P C lcd,k and every epimorphism ϕ : p rZ, γ, ω, a0q Ñ p rX, γ, ω, a0q, there
exists an epimorphism ψ : p rZ, γ, ω, a0q Ñ prY , pγ, pω,pa0q such that pi ˝ ψ “ ϕ.
Furthermore, the map pi induces an isomorphism between the line graphs of rX and rY , and the
object prY , pγ, pω,pa0q is given by prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resHq.
Given p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k we call the unique object satisfying Theorem 8.7 the link-connected
cover of p rX, γ, ω, a0q and denote it by LCCpp rX, γ, ω, a0qq.
Proof. Let p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k, and denote H “ Hpp rX, γ, ω, a0qq. By repeating the argument in
Theorem 8.2p2q, one can show that the simplicial multimap pi : rXd,kpHq Ñ rX
piprK pJgsHq “ the unique j-multicell containedin g.a0 whose color is J . (8.10)
is a surjective morphism Cd,k which is injective at the level of d-cells. Furthermore, by Proposi-
tion 7.12, rXd,kpHq is link-connected.
Next, we show that prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resHq satisfies property p2q. Assume that p rZ, γ, ω, a0q P
C lcd,k and ϕ : p rZ, γ, ω, a0q Ñ p rX, γ, ω, a0q is an epimorphism in the category. Since p rZ, γ, ω, a0q P
C lcd,k, it follows from Theorem 8.2 that p rZ, γ, ω, a0q is isomorphic to prXd,kpH 1q, γH 1 , ωH 1 , resH 1q,
where H 1 “ Hpp rZ, γ, ω, a0qq. Since there is an epimorphism from p rZ, γ, ω, a0q onto p rX, γ, ω, a0q,
there is also an epimorphism from prXd,kpH 1q, γH 1 , ωH 1 , resH 1q onto p rX, γ, ω, a0q. Furthermore,
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since the line graph of p rX, γ, ω, a0q is isomorphic to SchpGd,k{H;Sq, where S “ tαli : i P
Jd ´ 1K, l P rk ´ 1su, we must have that H 1 ď H. Consequently, there exists an epimorphism
from prXd,kpH 1q, γH 1 ,H 1, resH 1q onto prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resH q, given by ψprK pJgsH 1q “ rK pJgsH .
The uniqueness of the object in the theorem up to isomorphism follows from property p2q.
Let p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k and denote H “ Hpp rX, γ, ω, a0qq. Due to the last theorem, the link-
connected cover of p rX, γ, ω, a0q, denoted LCCpp rX, γ, ω, a0qq is given by prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resHq.
As the explicit construction of the subgroup H associated with an object p rX, γ, ω, a0q might be
somewhat involved, let us point out a direct combinatorial way to construct LCCpp rX, γ, ω, a0qq
out of p rX, γ, ω, a0q.
The algorithm. Let p rX, γ, ω, a0q P Cd,k with rX “ pX,m, gq.
‚ Run over j from d´ 2 to ´1
‚ Run over b P Xjm
‚ If lk rXpbq is not connected
‚ split b into l new copies b1, . . . , bl, where l is the number of connected
component of lk rXpbq and change the multiplicity function m accordingly.
‚ change the gluing function g, so that each of the multicells in rX, associated with
the i-th connected component of lk rXpbq, are glued to bi instead of b,
for every 1 ď i ď l.
Note that by following the above algorithm, one obtain a new multicomplex in which the
line graph is not changed and the link of each multicell is connected, that is, we recover the
link-connected cover of p rX, γ, ω, a0q.
9 Further relations between subgroups and multicomplexes
In this section we wish to study further relations between subgroups of Gd,k and elements of
Cd,k. More precisely, we study the following questions:
1. When does Xd,kpHq have a natural representation as a nerve complex?
2. When is the multicomplex associated with a subgroup H actually a complex?
3. For which subgroups H is the multicomplex upper k-regular?
4. When is the pd´ 1q-skeleton of rXd,k complete?
9.1 Representation of Xd,kpHq as a nerve complex
Theorem 9.1. Let H ď Gd,k. For v “ rKpigsH P X0d,kpXq, define Av “ tg1 P Gd,k : rKpigsH “
rKpig1sHu and let A “ pAvqvPX0d,kpXq. Then
Xd,kpHq “ N pAq, (9.1)
where N pAq is the nerve complex defined in Definition 2.1, i.e., the base complex of rXd,k is equal
to the nerve complex of the system A.
Remark 9.2. Combining Theorem 7.11 and Theorem 9.1 with H “ xey, we obtain Theorem 6.3.
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Proof. Observe that the 0-cells of both complexes are X0d,kpHq “M0pHq by definition. Given
σ P Xd,kpHq, one can find g P Gd,k and i0, . . . , ij P JdK such that σ “ trKpi0gsH , . . . , rKpijgsHu
and therefore
g P
jč
r“0
Avr , (9.2)
where we denote vr “ rKpirgsH for 0 ď r ď j. In particular Şjr“0Avr ‰ H, which implies
σ “ tv0, . . . , vju P N pAq.
Turning to prove inclusion in the other direction, assume that σ “ tv0, . . . , vju, with vr “
rKpirgrsH for 0 ď r ď j is a cell in N pAq. Then, by the definition of the nerve complex
H ‰ Şjr“0Avr , which implies that one can find g P Gd,k such that rKpirgsH “ rKpirgrsH , or
equivalently vr “ rKpirgsH for every 0 ď r ď j. Denoting J “ ti0, . . . , iju, the multicell rK pJgsH
in rXd,kpHq, has trKpi0gsH , . . . , rKpijgsHu “ tv0, . . . , vju “ σ as a corresponding cell in Xd,kpHq,
which gives σ P Xd,kpHq.
9.2 The intersection property of subsgroups
Let H ď Gd,k and prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resH q P Cd,k the corresponding object in the category,
with rXd,kpHq “ pXd,kpHq,mH , gHq. Recall that a multicell in rXd,kpHq is of the form rK pJgsH
for some J “ ti0, . . . , iju Ď JdK and g P Gd,k, and that the corresponding cell in Xd,kpHq is
trKpi0gsH , . . . , rKpijgsHu. In particular, it was shown in Lemma 7.2 that rK pJgsH “ rK pJg1sH
implies rKpirgsH “ rKpirg1sH for every 0 ď r ď j. The other direction does not always hold,
i.e., it is possible that rKpirgsH “ rKpirg1sH for every 0 ď r ď j, but rK pJgsH ‰ rK pJg1sH .
This is in fact the source of multiplicity in the multicomplex, namely, the multiplicity of a cell
trKpi0gsH , . . . , rKpijgsHu equals to the number of equivalence class rK pJg1sH with J “ ti0, . . . , iju
whose corresponding cell is trKpi0gsH , . . . , rKpijgsHu.
Corollary 9.3. prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resH q P Cd,k is a complex, namely, mH ” 1, if and only if for
every choice of J “ ti0, . . . , iju and g, g1 P Gd,k
rK pJgsH “ rK pJg1sH ô rKpirgsH “ rKpirg1sH , @0 ď r ď j. (9.3)
Definition 9.4. We say that H ď Gd,k satisfies the intersection property if for every 0 ď j ď d,
every J “ ti0, . . . , iju Ď JdK and g P Gd,k
jč
r“0
ArKxirgsH “ ArK pJgsH , (9.4)
where for a multicell rK pJgsH we denote
ArK pJgsH “ tg1 P Gd,k : rK pJgsH “ rKpjg1sHu. (9.5)
Note that for 0-cells ArKpigsH for the set used to represent the d-complex Xd,kpHq as a nerve
complex.
Proposition 9.5. Let H ď Gd,k. Then, rXd,kpHq is a simplicial complex if and only if H satisfies
the intersection property. In particular, if H ŸGd,k, then rXd,kpHq is a simplicial complex if and
only if for every choice of j and J as above
Şj
r“0ArKxir sH “ ArK pJ sH , i.e., one need to check
(9.4) only for g “ e.
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Proof. First, assume that rXd,kpHq is a complex and note that by Lemma 7.2, ArK pJgsH ĎŞj
r“0ArKxirgsH for every J “ ti0, . . . , iju Ă JdK and g P Gd,k. Thus, it suffices to prove in-
clusion in the other direction. To this end, let J “ ti0, . . . , iju Ă JdK and g P Gd,k, and assume
that g1 P Şjr“0ArKxir gsH . Then rKpirg1sH “ rKpirgsH for 0 ď r ď j and hence, by Corollary 9.3,
rK pJgsH “ rK pJg1sH , and in particular g1 P ArK pJgsH .
Next, assume that H satisfies the intersection property and let g, g1 P Gd,k and J “
ti0, . . . , iju Ă JdK such that rKpirgsH “ rKpirg1sH for every 0 ď r ď j, that is g1 P ArKxirgsH for
every 0 ď r ď j. The intersection property implies that g1 P ArK pJgsH , i.e., rK pJgsH “ rK pJg1sH ,
and hence, by Corollary 9.3, that rXd,kpHq is a complex.
Finally, assume that H ŸGd,k and that H satisfies the intersection property for every J “
ti0, . . . , iju Ă JdK with respect to neutral element e. Since H is a normal subgroup, there is a
natural action of Gd,k from the right on the cosets (which are the group elements of Gd,k{H)
and hence for an arbitrary element g P Gd,k we have
rK pJgsH “ rK pJ sH .g´1 “
jč
r“0
rKpir sH .g´1 “
jč
r“0
rKpirgsH , (9.6)
which proves the intersection property and hence that rXd,kpHq is a complex.
9.3 Regularity of the multicomplex
By Claim 3.9, the degree of every pd ´ 1q-multicell in an object of Cd,k always divides k. We
turn to discuss which conditions on H guarantee that these degrees are exactly k.
Lemma 9.6. Given H ď Gd,k, the multicomplex prXd,kpHq, γH , ωH , resH q is upper regular of
degree k if and only if
xαiy X gHg´1 “ teu, @i P JdK, g P Gd,k. (9.7)
In particular, if H is a normal subgroup of Gd,k, the complex is upper k-regular if and only if
xαiy XH “ teu for every i P JdK, which happens if and only if for every i P JdK, the order of the
image of αi in Gd,k{H is exactly k.
Proof. Let H ď Gd,k. Recall that a pd´ 1q-multicell of rXd,kpHq is of the form rKigsH for some
i P JdK and g P Gd,k, and that by Claim 7.7, the d-multicells containing it are trαligsHulPJk´1K.
Consequently, the degree of rKpigsH is at most k, and is precisely k if and only if
rαligsH ‰ rαri gsH , @r, l P Jk ´ 1K such that r ‰ l. (9.8)
However, for distinct r, l P Jk ´ 1K we have rαligsH “ rαri gsH if and only if αl´ri P gHg´1.
9.4 Multicomplexes with full skeleton
The skeleton is complete if and only if for every 0 ď j ď d, every J “ ti0, . . . , iju Ă JdK and
every g0, . . . , gj P Gd,k, one can find g P Gd,k such that
rKpirgrsH “ rKpirgsH , @0 ď r ď j. (9.9)
The proof of this fact is left to the reader.
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10 Examples
10.1 The subgroup Md,k
For a word w “ αlmim . . . αl1i1 representing an element in Gd,k and i P JdK define θipwq to be the
sum of the exponents of αi in w modulo k, namely, θipwq “
řm
j“1 lj1ij“i mod k. Since α
k
i is the
trivial group element for every i P JdK, it follows that θipwq “ θipw1q for any pair of words w,w1
representing the same group element. Thus we can define θipgq, for g P Gd,k and i P JdK, using
any word representing it. Also, note that θi for i P JdK is a homomorphism from Gd,k to Z{kZ.
Proposition 10.1. Let
Md,k “ tg P Gd,k : θipgq “ 0, @i P JdKu. (10.1)
Then, M “Md,k is a normal subgroup of Gd,k of index kd`1, satisfying Gd,k{Md,k – pZ{kZqd`1.
In addition, rXd,kpMd,kq is isomorphic the complete pd ` 1q-partite d-complex all of whose parts
have size k.
Proof. Since Md,k “
Ş
iPJdK ker θi, the group Md,k is normal. Next, we show that for every
J “ ti0, . . . , iju Ă JdK and g, g1 P Gd,k
rK pJgsM “ rK pJg1sM ô θipgq “ θipg1q, @i P J. (10.2)
Indeed, assume that rK pJgsM “ rK pJg1sM for some g, g1 P Gd,k. Then there exist w P K pJ and
h P M such that g “ wg1h. Since θiph1h2q “ θiph1q ` θiph2q mod k for every i P JdK and
h1, h2 PM , it follows that for every i P J
θipgq “ θipwg1hq “ θipwq ` θipg1q ` θiphq “ θipg1q mod k, (10.3)
where for the last equality we used the definition of M and the fact that θipwq “ 0 for any
w P K pJ Ă Kpi.
In the other direction, assume that θipgq “ θipg1q for every i P J , then θipg1g´1q “ 0 for every
i P J . Denoting w “ ś
iP pJ α´θipg1g´1qi P K pJ , it follows that g´1wg1 P M , that is g1 “ w´1gh for
some h PM , which implies rK pJgsM “ rK pJg1sM .
Combining (10.2) and Proposition 9.5 we conclude that rXd,kpMq is a complex, i.e., has no
multiplicity.
Finally, we turn to study the structure of the complex. The 0-cells of the complex are given
by rKpigsM for some i P JdK and g P Gd,k. Hence, using (10.2), there are exactly k distinct 0-cells
of each color. Since the complex Xd,kpMq is pure and colorable, in order to show that it is the
complete pd` 1q-partite d-complex, it is enough to show that the d-cells of Xd,kpMq are all the
possible d-cells. To this end, choose one 0-cells from each color. Due to (10.2), we can assume
without loss of generality that the 0-cell of color i is of the form rKpiαrii sM for some ri P Jk´ 1K.
It now follows from (7.2) that the d-cell rαrdd . . . αr11 αr00 sM is a d-cell with the chosen 0-cells.
10.2 Coxeter complexes
Let W be a group and S “ tsi : i P Iu ĂW a set of generators of W , all of its elements are of
order 2. For each pair ps, tq P S ˆ S, let mst denote the order of st. The matrix M “ pmstqs,tPS
is an S ˆ S symmetric matrix with entries in N Y t8u, with 1’s on the diagonal and entries
which are strictly bigger than 1 off the diagonal. A group W is called a Coxeter group, if there
exists S as above such that xS|Ry is a presentation of W , where R “ tpstqmst : s, t P Su. In
this case, we call M the Coxeter matrix of pW,Sq.
Coxeter groups have been extensively studied, see for example [BB05, Dav08] and the refer-
ences therein. Some of their basic properties are summarized in the following lemma.
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Lemma 10.2. [[Dav08] Theorem 4.1.6] Let xW,S “ psiqiPIy be a Coxeter group.
• For every J Ď I, the group WJ “ xsi : i P Jy is a Coxeter group.
• For every J, J 1 Ď I, we have WJ XWJ 1 “WJXJ 1.
• For every J, J 1 Ď I, we have xWJ ,WJ 1y “WJYJ 1.
The Coxeter complex. To every Coxeter group xW,Sy one can associate a simplicial complex
XpW,Sq, called the Coxeter complex, via the following procedure: The 0-cells of the complex
are defined to be the cosets Wpiw for i P I and w P W , where pi “ Iztiu. For every coset W pJw,
with J “ ti0, . . . , iju Ď I add to the complex the cell tW pi0w, . . . ,Wpijwu.
Remark 10.3. In certain books (see e.g. [Dav08]) the Coxeter complex is defined somewhat
differently, but the outcome is simply the barycentric subdivision of the above complex.
Proposition 10.4. Let pW,Sq be a Coxeter group. Let ϕ be a one to one map from tα0, . . . , α|S|´1u
onto S, hence inducing an epimorphism rϕ from G|S|´1,2 onto W , and let H “ ker rϕ. Then
rX|S|´1,2pHq “ X|S|´1,2pHq “ XpW,Sq. (10.4)
that is, Coxeter complexes are quotients of T|S|´1,2.
Proof. This follows from the fact that G|S|´1,2{H “W together with Proposition 9.5 and Lemma
10.2.
10.3 The flag complexes Spd, qq
Let d ě 3 and q P N a prime power. Let F “ Fq be the field with q-elements and V “ Fd. The
flag complex Spd, qq is defined to be the pd´2q-dimensional complex whose 0-cells are non-trivial
proper subspaces of V and tW0, . . . ,Wiu is an i-cell of Spd, qq if and only if, up to reordering of
the verticesW0 ĹW1 Ĺ . . . ĹWi. Note that Spd, qq comes with a natural coloring γ of its 0-cells
by pd ´ 1q colors, namely, γpW q “ dimpW q for W P Spd, qq0. Note that due to the definition
of the cells in Spd, qq, the coloring γ is indeed a coloring in the sense of Section 3, which makes
Spd, qq into a colorable complex. Furthermore, note that the degree of any pd ´ 3q-cell σ in
Spd, qq is q ` 1, the number of ways “to complete” the sequence of subspaces defining σ, to a
full sequence of subspaces. As a result we can consider Spd, qq with the coloring γ and some
ordering ω to be an element of the category Cd´2,q`1.
Unfortunately, we do not know of any natural choice for the ordering of Spd, qq, which makes
it difficult to give a simple description of the subgroup Hflag ď Gd,k associated with it. Note
that by Theorem 7.11 and the action of GLdpFqq on the pd´ 2q-cells we have we have
PGLdpFqq{B – Spd, qqd´2 – Gd´2,q`1{Hflag, (10.5)
where B is the Borel subgroup of PGLdpFqq. In particular, the index of Hflag which equals the
number of pd´ 2q-cells in Spd, qq, i.e., the number of complete flags in Fdq , is
śd
i“2
qi´1
q´1 .
10.4 Bruhat-Tits buildings of type rAdpqq
Let F be a local non-Archimedean field with residue class q. Let G “ PGLd`1pF q and let
BpF q “ BdpF q the Bruhat-Tits building associated with it. This is a building of type rAdpqq.
The building BpF q can be defined in several different ways. The following description shows that
the link of every vertex of BpF q is the complex Spd` 1, qq described in the previous subsection
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and in particular that BpF q is pq ` 1q-regular. Let O be the ring of integers in F . For every
F -basis tβ0, . . . , βdu of F d`1 consider the O-lattice L “ Oβ0 ` . . . ` Oβd. We say that two
such lattices L1 and L2 are equivalent if there exists 0 ‰ µ P F such that L1 “ µL2. The set
of equivalence classes of lattices is the vertex set of BpF q. Put an edge between rL1s and rL2s
if there exist representatives L11 P rL1s and L12 P rL2s such that piL11 Ă L12 Ă L11, where pi is a
uniformizer of O (e.g. for F “ Qp and O “ Zp the p-adic integers, pi can be taken to be p).
The simplicial complex BpF q is then defined to be the clique complex with respect to the above
adjacency relation.
It is known, see [Bro98], that BpF q is a locally finite, contractible pd ´ 1q-dimensional sim-
plicial complex, all of its pd´ 2q-cells are of degree q ` 1. Furthermore, the links of its vertices
are all isomorphic to Spd` 1, qq and so it is link-connected. Thus by Theorem 8.2 is isomorphic
to Td´1,q`1{H for a suitable H.
This quotient can be used to answer in the negative a question asked in [PR16]. In order
to describe the question some additional definitions are needed. For a d-dimensional simplicial
complex X, let Ωd´1pX;Rq be the vector space of pd´ 1q-forms
Ωd´1pX;Rq “ tf : Xd´1˘ Ñ R : fpσq “ ´fpσq, @σ P Xd´1˘ u, (10.6)
where Xd´1˘ is the set of oriented pd ´ 1q-cells and σ is the oriented cell σ with the opposite
orientation to σ.
Define ∆` to be the linear operator on Ωd´1pX;Rq given by
∆`fpσq “ degpσqfpσq ´
ÿ
σ1„σ
fpσ1q, (10.7)
where two oriented pd ´ 1q-cells σ, σ1 are called neighbors (denoted σ „ σ1) if their union is a
d-cell on which they induce the opposite orientation.
Remark 10.5.
• ∆` defined above is the same operator as the one obtained via the composition of the
appropriate boundary and coboundary operators, see [PR16].
• If X is a graph, i.e., d “ 1, this recovers the standard graph Laplacian.
Finally, we define the spectral gap of ∆` to be the minimum of the spectrum on the non-
trivial eigenfunctions, that is
λpXq “ min Specp∆`|pBd´1qKq, (10.8)
where Bd´1 denotes the space of pd´ 1q R-coboundaries. We refer the reader to [PR16, Section
3] for additional details and further discussion on the spectral gap.
Turning back to the question: If X and Y are graphs and pi : X Ñ Y is a covering then
λpXq ě λpY q. If X is connected, this fact can be seen from the interpretation of λpXq as
lim supnÑ8 k´ n
?
number of closed paths from v0 to iteself, where v0 is any vertex in the graph.
Indeed, any closed path in X from v0 to itself corresponds to a closed path in Y , so λpXq is as
least as big as λpY q.
In [PR16] is was asked whether the same holds for general simplicial complexes, i.e., if X and
Y are d-dimensional simplicial complexes and pi : X Ñ Y is a covering map, does λpXq ě λpY q?
We can now see that this is not the case. The spectrum of ∆` of Td,k was calculated in
[PR16], from which one can see that
λpTd,kq “
#
0 2 ď k ď d
k ` d´ 1´ 2adpk ´ 1q k ě d` 1 . (10.9)
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On the other hand, for the building BpF q “ B2pF q of PGL3pF q and of its finite Ramanujan
quotients, it was shown in [GP14] that
λpBpF qq “ q ` 1´ 2
a
q ` 1. (10.10)
Thus for d “ 2 and k “ q`1 we obtain that λpBpF qq ą λpT2,kq, which implies a negative answer
to the question above.
Remark 10.6. The counter example pi : T2,q`1 Ñ B2pF q can be replaced by a finite counter
example: Indeed, using a deep result of Lafforgue [Laf02], it was shown in [LSV05] that when
F is of positive characteristic, B2pF q has finite quotients which are Ramanujan complexes. For
such a complex Y , the spectrum of the upper Laplacian is contained in the spectrum of the
upper Laplacian of B2pF q (see also [Fir16]). Hence, λpY q ě q`1´2
?
q ` 1. On the other hand,
by a general result in the same spirit as [PR16, Corollary 3.9] T2,q`1 can be approximated by
finite quotients Xi of it, whose spectrum converges to that of T2,q`1. Moreover, one can choose
Xi so that for each one of them there is a surjective morphism pii : Xi Ñ Y . Indeed, let H be
the finite index subgroup of G “ G2,q`1 associated with Y , and then take Hi to be a decreasing
chain of finite index subgroups of H with
Ş
iHi “ teu. Such a chain exists since G, and hence
also H, is residually finite. Then Xi “ rXd,kpHiq will have this property. Therefore, for large
enough i, λpXiq ď λpT2,q`1q ` ε “ q ` 2´
?
2q ` ε ă 1` q ´ 2?q ď λpY q.
11 Random multicomplexes
The correspondence established in Sections 7 and 8 between the link-connected objects in Cd,k
with n distinct d-multicells and the subgroups of Gd,k of index n enables us to present a conve-
nient model for random elements of Cd,k.
The subgroups of index n are in 1 to pn ´ 1q! correspondence with the transitive action of
the group Gd,k on the set rns of n elements. This is a general fact that holds for every group
G. Indeed, for every such transitive action of G, let H be the stabilizer of 1 P rns, which is an
index n subgroup since the action is transitive. Conversely, if H is an n-index subgroup of G,
then the action of G gives a transitive action on a set with n elements - the left cosets of H in
G. Now, every bijection from this set of cosets of H to rns which sends H to 1 gives rise to a
transitive action of G on rns with H being the stabilizer of 1. There are pn´ 1q! such bijections.
The reader is referred to [LS03] for an extensive use of this argument.
As Gd,k is a free product of pd ` 1q cyclic groups Ki “ xαi|αki “ ey, a homomorphism
ϕ : Gd,k Ñ Srns is completely determined by the images of pαiqiPJdK . Each such ϕpαiq should be
a permutation of order k, namely, a product of disjoint cycles of lengths dividing k. Conversely,
every choice of pd ` 1q such permutations β0, . . . , βd determines a unique homomorphism from
Gd,k to Srns. These homomorphisms are not necessarily transitive but they are so with high
probability, when chosen independently and uniformly at random, as long as d ě 2 or d “ 1 and
k ě 3. This can be proved directly by estimating the probability of a proper subset A Ĺ rns to
be invariant under such permutation, and summing over all possible A’s.
So, all together a typical choice of such βi’s leads to a k-regular multicomplex.
We plan to come to the study of this random model of multicomplexes in a followup paper.
Remark 11.1. As mentioned before, the results of this paper are true also for k “ 8, in which
case we get a random model for all d-dimensional colorable, link-connected multicomplexes by
choosing pd` 1q random permutations of Srns.
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A Regular graphs as Schreier graphs
The concept of a Cayley graph is a very important one for graph theory and group theory alike.
Let G be a group and let S be a set of generators such that the identity element e is not in S.
Assume, moreover, that S is symmetric: s P S ô s´1 P S. Then Y :“ CaypG;Sq, the Cayley
graph of G with respect to S, is defined by V pY q “ G and EpY q “ ttg, sgu : g P G, s P Su. Note
that Y does not contain loops or multiple edges. Cayley graphs are |S|-regular graphs, but the
overwhelming majority of regular graphs are not Cayley graphs.
It is natural to seek an algebraic construction for regular graphs that can generate all or
almost all regular graphs. This is the motivation for the study of Schreier graphs, which are
a vast generalization of Cayley graphs. There are several competing definitions of a Schreier
graph in the literature, each with its own advantages and disadvantages.
Let G be a group, H ď G a subgroup and S a set of generators as above. One way to define
the Schreier graph X :“ SchpG{H;Sq is to take V “ G{H and E “ ttgH, sgHu : g P G, s P Su.
Note that E is a set, rather than a multiset, and so X is a graph (although it may contain
loops). The disadvantage is that X may not be regular. In general, all that can be said about
the vertex degrees is that they are between 1 and |S|.
Another possibility is to take E to be a multiset, with one edge between gH and sgH for
every s P S. Using this definition, X is a 2|S|-regular multigraph, and in fact every regular
multigraph of even degree is a Schreier graph in this sense [Gro77]. The problem is that this
definition does not allow one to generate regular graphs and multigraphs of odd degree.
Consistent with our approach in this paper, we prefer what we believe is the most natural
definition, i.e., we define X as the quotient of the Cayley graph Y “ CaypG;Sq by the action of
the subgroup H. The group G acts on Y from the right by multiplication, and moreover this
action preserves the graph structure, that is, ty1, y2u.g :“ ty1.g´1, y2.g´1u is an edge in Y if and
only if ty1, y2u is an edge. We define now X “ SchpG{H;Sq to be the multigraph whose vertices
V pXq are the orbits of vertices of Y , namely G{H, and whose multiedges, EpXq, are the orbits
of Y ’s edges with respect to the action of H, where an orbit rty1, y2usH :“ tty1, y2u.h : h P Hu
connects the vertices y1H and y2H. Thus, EpXq is a multiset which may contain loops and
multiple edges. The natural projection fromG to G{H induces a surjective graph homomorphism
from Y to X.
Let us now define 2-factors and perfect matchings in a multigraph, in a way which is perhaps
not the most common in the literature: A 2-factor (respectively, a perfect matching) in a
multigraph G “ xV,Ey is a multisubset F Ď E of edges such that every vertex v P V either
belongs to a unique loop in F or to exactly two edges in F (respectively, a unique edge in F ).
Proposition A.1. A connected k-regular multigraph X is a Schreier graph if and only if its
edges form a disjoint union of perfect matchings and 2-factors. In fact, it is a union of m perfect
matchings and f 2-factors with m` 2f “ k.
Proof. We first show that every graph X “ xV,Ey whose edge set is the disjoint union of perfect
matchings and 2-factors is a Schreier graph. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of
Proposition 1.1.
Let E “ Ťi Fi, where tFiui are pairwise disjoint perfect matchings and 2-factors. By choosing
a cyclic ordering for each cycle in such a 2-factor, we can associate each Fi with a permutation
σi P SV . If Fi is a perfect matching, then σi is an involution.
Let S “ tσiui, let G0 be the subgroup of SV generated by S, and set H0 to be the stabilizer
of some vertex v0. Then one can check that X – SchpG0{H0;Sq.
Conversely, we show that the edges of a Schreier graph form a disjoint union of perfect
matchings and 2-factors.
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Let G be a group, let H ď G, and let S be a symmetric set of generators not containing
the identity element e. Let S2 “ ts P S : s2 “ eu, and let S1 “ SzS2. We color the edges of
the Cayley graph Y “ CaypG;Sq as follows: There is a color cs for each element s P S2, a color
cs1 “ cs1´1 for each pair of elements ts1, s1´1u Ď S1, and we color an edge tg, rgu using the color
cs if r P ts, s´1u. Note that every y P V pY q is adjacent to one edge of color cs if s P S2, and to
two edges of color cs if s P S1. Let Fs be the set of edges of color cs.
Consider now the Schreier graph X “ SchpG{H;Sq. Note first that the action of G on the
edges of Y preserves the coloring. Thus, the coloring of the edges of Y induces a coloring of the
edges of X. Consequently, the images F¯s of Fs are disjoint from each other for different colors.
We will show that if s P S2, then F¯s is a perfect matching, while for s P S1 it is a 2-factor. As
these sets are disjoint, this will complete the proof.
Note that if an edge of X of color cs is adjacent to a vertex gH, then it must connect gH
to either sgH or to s´1gH. Now, for s P S2 and a given vertex gH of X, there is a unique edge
attached to it of color cs, namely tgH, sgHu. If gH “ sgH (i.e., g´1sg P H), then this is a loop,
but in either case F¯s is a perfect matching.
Finally, fix s P S1 and a vertex gH in X.The image of Fs gives rise to potentially two edges
coming out of gH, tgH, sgHu and tgH, s´1gHu. Now, assume first that gH “ sgH. In this case
we also have gH “ s´1gH, and so Fs induces a loop around gH. Note that this is a single loop,
rather than a double loop, since here g´1s´1g P H and therefore rtg, sgusH “ rtg, s´1gusH . If
sgH “ s´1gH, but they are different from gH, then Fs induces a cycle of length 2 between gH
and sgH. Note that in this case the two edges do not coincide, because rtg, sgusH “ rtg, s´1gusH
implies that either s “ s´1 or gH “ sgH. If the three vertices gH, sgH, and s´1gH are all
different, then the degree of gH in F¯s is clearly 2. Hence, we deduce that F¯s is a 2-factor as
required.
We now observe that most, but not all, regular graphs are Schreier graphs.
Proposition A.2.
1. Let G “ xU > V,Ey be a k-regular bipartite multigraph. Then |U | “ |V | and E is the
disjoint union of k perfect matchings, and hence a Schreier graph.
2. For every even k ě 2, every connected k-regular graph is a Schreier graph.
3. For k ě 3, with probability 1´op1q a random k-regular graph on n vertices chosen uniformly
at random is a Schreier graph. Here k is fixed and n tends to infinity.
Proof.
1. The fact that |U | “ |V | follows from a double count of the edges: The number of edges is
equal to the sum of the degrees of vertices in U , so |E| “ k ¨ |V |. By the same argument,
|E| “ k ¨ |U |, and so |U | “ |V |.
For the second part of the proposition, it is sufficient to show that every k-regular bipartite
graph G “ xU Y V,Ey contains a perfect matching M . Since the remaining graph, whose
edge set is EzM , is pk ´ 1q-regular, the result follows by induction on k.
We recall Hall’s marriage theorem, which states that a bipartite graph H “ xU > V,Ey
contains a matching of cardinality |U | if and only if for every X Ď U we have |NHpXq| ě
|X|, where NHpXq denotes the neighborhood of X in H. Hall’s theorem also holds for
multigraphs.
Since G is k-regular, for every set X Ď U the number of edges adjacent to X is k ¨ |X|. On
the other hand, this is clearly a lower bound on the number of edges adjacent to NpXq,
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and so we have k ¨ |X| ď k ¨ |NGpXq|, which implies that G has a matching of size |U |.
Since |U | “ |V |, this is a perfect matching.
2. This was proved in [Gro77] with a different definition on Schreier graphs, but in fact, their
proof relies on Petersen’s theorem [Pet91], which states that every k-regular graph, for
even k ě 2, is an edge-disjoint union of 2-factors. Therefore, by Proposition A.1, it is also
Schreier according to our definition.
3. When k is even, all k-regular graphs are Schreier graphs as observed above. When k is
odd, the number n of vertices in the graph must be even. It was shown by Wormald and
Robinson ([RW94], Theorem 3) that in this case when n tends to infinity, with probability
1´ op1q the edge set of a random k-regular graph on n vertices has a decomposition into
perfect matchings, so by Proposition A.1 it is a Schreier graph.
Proposition A.3. For odd k ě 3, there exists a connected k-regular graph that is not a Schreier
graph.
Proof. This follows from a construction of a k-regular graph G that contains neither a perfect
matching nor a 2-factor.
Let G1 be the complete balanced k-regular tree of depth 3. That is, the root r has k children
x1, ..., xk, every node that is not the root or a leaf has pk ´ 1q children, and there is a path of
length 3 from each leaf to the root. Note that the degree of every vertex in G1 is k, except for
the leaves, whose degree is 1. For 1 ď i ď k, let Ti denote the set of vertices whose ancestor is
xi, and let Li :“ tl1i , ..., lpk´1q
2
i u be the pk ´ 1q2 leaves in Ti.
We obtain a k-regular graph G from G1 by adding the edges of a pk ´ 1q-regular graph on
the vertex set Li for every 1 ď i ď k. Here we are relying on the basic fact that there exists an
r-regular graph on n vertices if and only if n ą r and rn is even (See Figure 7 for an illustration
of the case k “ 3).
Figure 7: An illustration of a graph which is 3-regular, but is not a Schreier graph.
Now, G has the following two properties:
• For every 1 ď i ď k, the only edge from Ti to V pGqzTi is tr, xiu.
• The cardinality of Ti is 1` pk ´ 1q ` pk ´ 1q2, which is an odd number.
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The first property implies that G does not contain a 2-factor. Indeed, any 2-factor must have a
cycle that contains the root, and the first property implies that the root does not belong to any
cycle.
The second property implies that G does not contain a perfect matching: Assume to the
contrary that M is a perfect matching in G. Let xi0 be the vertex that is matched to the root
r in M , and let j0 ‰ i0. Then the vertices in Tj0 must be matched to each other, since the only
edge from Tj0to V pGqzTj0 is tr, xj0u. However, the cardinality of this vertex set is odd, and as
in our graphs there are no loops, they cannot be matched to each other.
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